
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23261 

February 18, 2002 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Serial No.: 01- 383A 
Attention: Document Control Desk CM/RAB RO 
Washington, D.C. 20555 Docket Nos.: 50-338 

50-339 
License Nos.: NPF-4 

NPF-7 

Gentlemen: 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY (DOMINION) 
NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNITS 1 AND 2 
PROPOSED IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - SPECIFICATION 3.3.1 

This letter transmits responses to the NRC's request for additional information regarding 
ITS Specification 3.3.1 of the North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2 proposed 
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). The North Anna ITS license amendment 
request was submitted to the NRC in a December 11, 2000 letter (Serial No. 00-606).  
The NRC requested additional information on ITS Specification 3.3.1 in a recent 
telephone conversation with members of our staff. This letter also transmits minor 
changes to this specification, which are a result of internal comments.  

The attachment includes each NRC question, the response to each question, and the 
required revisions to the original ITS license amendment request, based on the 
response to each question. Following the responses to the NRC's questions is a 
summary of the changes that are not associated with the NRC's questions, and the 
affected ITS submittal pages.  

If you have any further questions or require additional information, please contact us.  

Very truly yours, 

Leslie N. Hartz 

Vice President - Nuclear Engineering 

Attachment 

Commitments made in this letter: None



cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region II 
Sam Nunn Atlanta Federal Center 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Suite 23T85 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303-8931 

Mr. M. J. Morgan 
NRC Senior Resident Inspector 
North Anna Power Station 

Mr. Tommy Le 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
One White Flint North 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Mail Stop 12 H4 
Rockville, MD 20852-2738 

Commissioner (w/o attachments) 
Bureau of Radiological Health 
1500 East Main Street 
Suite 240 
Richmond, VA 23218 

Mr. J. E. Reasor, Jr. (w/o attachments) 
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative 
Innsbrook Corporate Center 
4201 Dominion Blvd.  
Suite 300 
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060



SN: 01-383A 
Docket Nos.: 50-338/339 

Subject: RAI - Proposed ITS - Spec. 3.3.1 

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ) 
) 

COUNTY OF HENRICO ) 

The foregoing document was acknowledged before me, in and for the County and 
Commonwealth aforesaid, today by Leslie N. Hartz, who is Vice President - Nuclear 
Engineering, of Virginia Electric and Power Company. She has affirmed before me that 
she is duly authorized to execute and file the foregoing document in behalf of that 
Company, and that the statements in the document are true to the best of her 
knowledge and belief.  

Acknowledged before me this 18th day of February, 2002.  

My Commission Expires: March 31, 2004.  

- t N o Notar y P~ublI ic~t

(SEAL)



Attachment

Proposed Improved Technical Specifications 
Responses to Requests for Additional Information 

ITS 3.3.1, "RTS Instrumentation" 

Virginia Electric and Power Company 
(Dominion)

North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2



NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-5 ITS Table 3.3.1 - 1 Functions 18.b and 18.e 
STS Table 3.3.1 - 1 Functions 18.b and 18.f 
CTS Table 3.3 - 1 Functions 23.b and 23.e 
DOC/JFD N/A 

NRC RAI: Comment: RAI 3.3.1- CTS Markup mismatch with ITS - Comment #1 
ITS Table 3.3.1-1, Function 18.b (P-7) and Function 18.e (P-1 3) 

Clarify the submittal to address comment(s) that follows.  

For Function 18.b: Potential Beyond Scope Issue. The CTS markup shows that SR 
3.3.1.11 and SR 3.3.1.13 apply to the P-7 interlock. The ITS shows only SR 
3.3.1.5, which is a deviation from STS. Provide corrected DOC justification.  

For Function 18.e: The CTS markup shows that SR 3.3.1.10 and SR 3.3.1.13 apply to 
the P-13 interlock. The ITS shows SR 3.3.1.10 and SR 3.3.1.13. Provide 
corrected DOC justification.  

Response: For Function 18.b Comment, the Company agrees with the Comment. The 

testing of the P-7 interlock is a logic test per proposed TSTF-347. SR 3.3.1.5 should 
represent this requirement and SRs 3.3.1.11 and 3.3.1.13 should be eliminated. A more 
"restrictive DOC M.1 0 and JFD 16 justify this on a plant specific basis to the ISTS Table 
3.3.1-1 Function 18.b. This changes the CTS from the 18-month requirements for the 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION and the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to the ACTUATION 
LOGIC TEST performed at the frequency of 31-day on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.  

For Function 18.e Comment, the Company agrees with the Comment. The CTS markup 
shows SR 3.3.1.11. This is a typo and should have shown SR 3.3.1.10. The CTS 
markup has been corrected.  

Additional response: TSTF-347 was revised to Revision 1 and has been incorporated.  
In addition to affecting ITS 3.3.1, the revised TSTF also resulted in changes to ITS 
3.4.19, RCS Loops - Test Exceptions. SR 3.4.19.2 was revised and SR 3.4.19.3 was 
added. Additionally, a typographical error was corrected for the Bases of SR 3.4.19.2.  

3.3.1-8 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC A.9 

NRC RAI: 
Comment#1 - Proposed changes to CTS Applicabilities represent less restrictive 
changes to the plant licensing basis because the ITS requires that the functions be 
operable in Mode 1 above P-7 (10% RTP) whereas, CTS require the same functions to



be operable in Mode 1 (> 5% RTP) or Modes 1 and 2 (> 5% RTP). These less restrictive 
changes are not evaluated in the DOCs.  

Comment#2 - ITS function 11 (Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position) Applicability 
changes are not discussed in DOC A.9.  

Comment#3 - ITS function 20 (RCP Breaker Position) is referenced in the DOC but 
changes not listed in the ITS references. Also, the CTS requires total channels to be 

1/breaker whereas, the ITS requires 1/RCP. This change is not evaluated in a DOC.  

Response: The Company agrees with Comment 1. DOC A.9 has been eliminated and 

DOC L.28 is added to address the change in applicability.  

The Company agrees with Comment 2. ITS function 11 has been added to DOC L.28.  

The Company agrees with Comment 3. CTS is changed to delete 1/breaker and add 

1/RCP with DOC A.27 modified to include the change.  

Additional Response: DOC L.28 first sentence of the second paragraph is modified to 

state "This change is acceptable because the Reactor Trip functions are required to be 

OPERABLE in the MODES assumed by the safety analysis for each function to provide 

its safety function. The UFSAR Section 7.2.1.3.2 states the following; "Interlock P-7 
blocks a reactor trip at low power (below approximately 10% of full power) on a low 

reactor coolant flow or reactor coolant pump open breaker signal in more than one loop, 
reactor coolant pump undervoltage, reactor coolant pump underfrequency, pressurizer 
low pressure, or pressurizer high water level... The P-8 interlock blocks a reactor trip 

when the plant is below approximately 30% of full power, on a low reactor coolant flow in 

any one loop, a reactor coolant pump breaker open signal in any one loop, or turbine trip 

signal. Below the P-8 setpoint, the reactor will not trip with a turbine trip, or with one 
inactive loop.  

3.3.1-11 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC A.13 

NRC RAI: 
Comment: DOC A.13 discusses changes that remove SR details because, as stated in 

DOC A.1 3, the change eliminates details of how the SR is determined. Changes of this 

type elsewhere in the ITS DOCs are LA Type 3 changes. Reconcile the non

administrative content of the proposed administrative changes.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC A.13 has been deleted and 
DOC LA.16 has been constructed.  

Additional Response: DOC LA.16 is modified to state "The wording of Action 2 part d 

describes the method of how the QPTR is performed and this type of information is not 

required. The requirement and the limits of QPTR are required by 10 CFR 50.36 and 
these are maintained in ITS SR 3.2.4.2."



3.3.1-15 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC A.22 

NRC RAI: Comment: The proposed ITS include a 4 hour channel bypass allowance 
Note to Action N.1; however, this change is not evaluated in the discussion of changes.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. A less restrictive DOC L.26 has 
been added to document the proposed allowance.  

Additional Response: The NOTE in Condition N, Bases, and DOC L.26 are modified to 
change 4 hours to 12 hours (in the NOTE for Condition N) to allow bypassing an 
inoperable channel for surveillance testing of other channels.  

DOC L.26 is also modified to state "The Note to ITS Condition N has been evaluated 
under the guidance of WCAPs 10271 and 14333 and was found to be an acceptable 
time for bypassing an inoperable channel for the required testing of additional channels.  
The NRC evaluated the incorporation of all other changes evaluated against WCAPs 
10271 and 14333 to the North Anna Technical Specification via Amendments 221 (Unit 
1) and 202 (Unit 2) and found them acceptable." 

3.3.1-17 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC A.25 

NRC RAI: 
Comment #1 - DOC A.25 states the required TADOT (SR 3.3.1.15) frequency is "prior 
to exceeding the P-8 interlock whenever the unit has been in MODE 3 ....." Provide a 
discussion of change for this CTS change.  

Comment #2 - The NOTE to SR 3.3.1.15 modifies the TADOT to not include verification 
of the setpoint. Provide a evaluation of CTS changes that result from adopting the ITS 
requirement.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comments. DOC A.25 has been modified to 
document the proposed changes.  

Additional Response: DOC A.25 is modified to state "The CTS requirement for a CFT 
is satisfied by a turbine trip below the setpoint of P - 8. This test produces lit 
annunciators in the main control room that signifies that the turbine trip occurs. This test 
corresponds to the ITS requirement of a Trip Actuation Device Operational Test 
(TADOT) without a setpoint verification which verifies that a turbine trip would occur. The 
ITS TADOT satisfies the technical requirements of the CTS CFT."



3.3.1-19 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC M.1 

NRC RAI: 
Comment #1 - Provide an evaluation for adding the Note to SR 3.3.1.9.  

Comment #2 - DOC M.1 states, "Testing of the Unit 2 undervoltage function is currently 
required every 92 days and will continue to be required in the ITS Surveillance 
Requirements." The basis for revising testing requirements for Unit 1 equipment requires 
more than a comparison to Unit 2 TS.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comments. DOC M.1 has been modified to 
document the proposed changes.  

Additional Response: The DOC justifies the addition of the TADOT for Unit 1 RCP 
undervoltage every 92 days. The CTS requirement for RCP undervoltage is N/A. DOC 
M.1 is modified by adding the following: "This same test is currently required by CTS and 
performed on Unit 2." 

3.3.1-21 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC M.4 

NRC RAI: CTS 3.3.1.1 Functional Unit 6 for the Source Range Neutron Flux requires 
Action 2 4 to be entered if the number of channels OPERABLE is one less than the 
minimum number when THERMAL POWER is below P-6 in MODE 2 operation.  

Comment #1- Typo in the paragraph above.  

Comment #2 - DOC M.4 states, "ITS Function 5 Source Range Neutron Flux requires in 
Required Action H if one of the two required Source Range channels become inoperable 
a suspension of all operation involving reactivity changes. The requirement is modified 
by a Note that states, "Limited plant cool down or boron dilution is allowed provided the 
change is accounted for in the calculated SDM." Currently, the DOC M.4 discussion of 
the safety basis for the change gives little technical basis upon which to conclude 
addition of the requirement will not adversely impact safety.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comments. DOC M.4 has been modified to 
incorporate the proposed changes.  

Additional Response: DOC M.4 is revised by adding two additional statements. The 
first sentence states that one Source Range continues to be OPERABLE and provides 
indications of reactor power level. The second sentence states that SDM calculation is 
required to be performed to ensure reactor reactivity is being properly controlled.



3.3.1-24 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC M.7 

NRC RAI: Comment: The NOTE to SR 3.3.1.10 includes a requirement to verify time 
constants are adjusted as part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirement. This 
addition to CTS is not evaluated in the DOCs.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC M.7 has been modified to 
justify the proposed change.  

Additional Response: DOC M.7 is revised to state "The CHANNEL CALIBRATION is 
added to provide appropriate Technical Specification OPERABILITY requirements to 
ensure the function can perform its safety function." The DOC is also amended to state 
"The ITS Note ensures the time constants requirement is explicitly stated. The time 
constants for various functions are currently verified under CTS requirements. The 
addition of the ITS Note to the surveillance requirement is considered an administrative 
change." 

3.3.1-25 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC LA.1 

NRC RAI: 
Comment 1- Discuss the CTS changes that result from adding the NOTE to SR 3.3.1.16 
that excludes neutron detectors from RESPONSE TIME testing.  

Comment 2 - The changes cited and discussed in the paragraph also include Type 3, 
LA changes (removal of details of system design and system description from CTS, 
including design limits) because procedural details for meeting TS are moved to the 
Bases. Provide discussion for Type 3 changes.  

Response: 
The Company disagrees with Comment 1. DOC A.1 adequately justifies the proposed 
change. CTS page 3/4 3-1 for both Unit 1 and Unit 2 in SR 4.3.1.1.2 state, "Neutron 
detectors are exempt from response time testing." 

The Company agrees with Comment 2. DOC LA.1 has been modified to justify the 
proposed change.  

Additional Response: DOC LA.1 is change to include the following discussion: "The 
descriptive information does not provide a limit that must be controlled by the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.36."



3.3.1-26 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC LA.4 

NRC RAI: Comment: LA.4 applies to CTS Note (10). Note (10) is not moved to the 
Bases for SR 3.3.1.2 as stated. Provide a citation, giving the location for Note (10) in 
ITS Bases.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC LA.4 has been modified to 
identify that ITS SR 3.3.1.14 Bases contain the relocated information.  

Additional Response: DOC LA.4 is modified by stating: "The descriptive information to 
be moved is: CTS Note 8'.. shall independently verify the OPERABILITY of the 
undervoltage and shunt trip circuits for the Manual Reactor Trip Function. The test shall 
also verify the OPERABILITY of the Bypass Breaker trip circuit(s).' CTS Note 10 
'Automatic undervoltage trip.' CTS Note 11 ' .. shall independently verify the 
OPERABILITY of the undervoltage and shunt trip attachment of the Reactor Trip 
Breaker.' This information is contained in the Bases sections for SR 3.3.1.4 and SR 

3.3.1.14." The justification of DOC LA.4 is also changed to include the following: "The 

descriptive information does not contain any required limits. The ITS retains the 
necessary surveillance requirements to ensure the safety functions' OPERABILITY that 

is required by 10 CFR 50.36." The descriptive information of CTS Notes 8 and 10 were 

incorporated in the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.1.14. The descriptive information of CTS Note 
11 was incorporated in ITS SR 3.3.1.4 Bases.  

3.3.1-27 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC LA.13 

NRC RAI: Comment #1- There is an apparent mismatch with CTS markup pages. A.13 

is not applicable to Quarterly SR for Intermediate Range Neutron Flux Monitors, 
whereas R(13) CTS CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing requirements are applicable and 
these changes are not evaluated in LA.1 3.  

Response: The Company agrees with Comment 1. DOC LA.1 3 has been modified to 

address the Source and Intermediate range testing requirements associated with the 
refueling tests.  

Additional response: DOC LA.13 is modified with the following insert into the second 

paragraph: 'The requirement of obtaining and evaluating the detector plateau curves 

does not provide any limit that requires control under 10 CFR 50.36 requirements.  
Therefore, the Bases of SR 3.3.1.11 provides an appropriate location for this 
requirement."



3.3.1-28 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.1 

NRC RAI: Comment: Provide discussion of change justification for Applicability 
changes to CTS Note *, "one or more rods not inserted".  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC L.1 has been modified to 
address the "one or more rods not fully inserted." 

Additional Response: Adding the following modifies DOC L.1 second paragraph: "By 
fully inserting all control and shutdown rods and de-energizing the electrical power to the 
Control Rod Drive Mechanisms, the reactor is placed in a condition that achieves the 
same effect as opening the reactor trip breakers. Either action ensures the reactor is 
shutdown with adequate controls to maintain the reactor in a subcritical condition." This 
change will allow maintenance and testing of system components, when required.  

3.3.1-29 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.3 

NRC RAI: Comment: DOC L.3 states, "If the portion of the Power Range channel input 
to QPTR is not OPERABLE, a flux map using the incore system must be performed." 
Add discussion about changes that result from addition of the D.2.2 allowance "Only 
required to be performed...." to ITS.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC L.3 has been modified to 
address the added discussion.  

Additional Response: DOC L.3 is modified in the second paragraph by adding the 
following: 'The CTS requires the performance of a flux map anytime a Power Range 
channel become inoperable without exception. The ITS requires the performance of a 
flux map only when a Power Range channel has lost the capability to correctly input into 
the QPTR calculation. The ITS requirements continue to require all safety functions to be 
OPERABLE or be appropriately tested. The ITS allows the reliance on a Power Range 
channel that is fully OPERABLE for QPTR, where the CTS does not provide this 
allowance and always requires a flux map to be performed for a Power Range channel 
that could be OPERABLE for determining an accurate QPTR." 

3.3.1-30 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.5 

NRC RAI: Comment: Add discussion to DOC L.5 providing a comparison of actions 
required by CTS to the actions proposed in ITS Condition G.



Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC L.5 has been modified to 
justify the proposed change.  

Additional Response: DOC L.5 is modified by the addition of the following: "The 
reactivity of the reactor is determined by the performance of a Shutdown Margin 
calculation to ensure it is maintained in a subcritical condition. The ITS requires the 
actions of precluding positive reactivity additions and reducing power. These remedial 
actions are for safe operation." DOC L.5 is modified by the deletion of the following: 
"The Intermediate Range channels provide the necessary redundant protection feature 
to transition from the Source Range channels to the Power Range channels for a reactor 
start up." 

3.3.1-31 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.6 

NRC RAI: 
Comment #1 - PRNF channels (low setpoint) do not require a quarterly CFT as 
discussed above.  

Comment #2 - DOC L.6 states "This change is acceptable because the new 
Surveillance Frequency has been evaluated to ensure that it provides an acceptable 
level of equipment reliability." Provide documentation to show the specific results from 
the evaluation for the surveillance test extensions, the 4-hour completion time allowance 
to perform Source Range Neutron Monitor COT, and the 12-hour completion time 
allowance to perform the Intermediate Range Neutron Monitor COT.  

Comment #3 - Provide DOC discussion to justify the Intermediate Range 0 (12) CTS 
test deletions.  

Comment #4 - Provide DOC discussions to justify the SR 3.3.1.8 requirement to include 
verification that interlocks P-6 and P-10 are in their required states.  

Response: 

The Company agrees with Comment 1. DOC L.6 has been modified to delete the 
reference Low setpoint quarterly CFT testing.  

In response to Comment 2, the following is provided. NUREG-1431 allows 4 hours for 
the source range and in the Bases for SR 3.3.1.8 states the following, ". . allows a 
normal shutdown to be completed and the unit removed from the MODE of Applicability 
for this surveillance without a delay to perform the testing required by this surveillance." 
The change to the NUREG -1431 as documented in approved TSTF - 242 provides the 
justification for the change from 4 to 12 hours for the power and intermediate range 
channels as, "A review of plant work history (including performance and verification) 
revealed that COTs on the power range and intermediate range instrumentation require 
1 to 2 hours per channel. This is consistent with the source range COT time allowance 
in SR 3.3.1.8, as 4 hours is given for a 2 channel system. However, the power range 

and intermediate range COTs consists of 6 channels and 4 hours isn't sufficient time to



perform these COTs in a quality manner. Therefore, the time to perform these COTs is 

extended to 12 hours (2 hours per channel) to be consistent with the source range time 

allowance of 4 hours for 2 channels." 

The Company agrees with Comment 3. DOC L.6 has been modified to state that DOC 

L.10 address the justification to delete the IRNF required testing.  

The Company agrees with Comment 4. DOC A.29 has been added to address the SR 

3.3.1.8 requirement to verify that interlocks P-6 and P-1 0 are in their required states.  

In addition to the Comments listed above, the Company has removed the allowance of 

performing the required testing within 92 days of a reactor startup and returned to the 

CTS requirement of performing the surveillance within 31 days of a reactor startup. This 

should remove this change from the beyond scope classification.  

Additional Response: DOC L.6 is changed to add the following discussion to the 

second paragraph: 'These tests cannot be performed prior to the MODE of applicability 

because the reactor must be reducing power below the P-1 0 interlock in order to achieve 

this condition. This is not a predictable occurrence. The results of performing the 

surveillance requirement are normally found to be satisfactory. The time required to 

perform these SRs is approximately 2 hours per channel. Therefore, the Power and 

Intermediate Range channels take approximately 12 hours." The DOC L.6 second 

paragraph next to the last sentence is also changed to the following: "These instruments 

will continue to be tested at a frequency to ensure each channel's OPERABILITY 
requirements. The required testing ensures the channels proper operation and its safety 

functions are OPERABLE as required by their design requirements." 

3.3.1-33 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.11 

NRC RAI: Comment: Provide a safety basis discussion for changing the SR to 92 days 
from 31 days.  

Response: The Company withdraws the proposed change and deletes L.1 1. This 

changes SR 3.3.1.8 Frequency Note to read "31 days." 

Additional Response: Re-instate and modify (shown in bold) DOC L.1 1 and modify L.6 

to change Frequency Note "Only required when not performed within previous 92 days." 

L.1 1 (Category 7 - Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency) CTS testing requirements 
listed in Table 4.3-1 require the Source, Intermediate, and Power Range 
channels to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at S/U (1). Note (1) 

states, "If not performed within the previous 31 days." ITS SRs for these ranges 

of instrumentation channels are listed as SR 3.3.1.7 and 3.3.1.8. The frequency 
of these SRs is 92 days. A Note in the Frequency column of SR 3.3.1.8 states, 

"Only required when not performed within previous 92 days." This changes the 

CTS requirement by increasing the time from 31 to 92 days for the required 
testing.



This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has been 
evaluated to ensure that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability.  
This change is acceptable because the frequency of the routine testing is 92 
days. If the test has been performed within that period of time, the 
instrumentation channels are assumed to be OPERABLE. The CTS frequency 
for the performance of the testing changed from 31 days to 92 days with 
the issuance of Technical Specification amendments #221 (Unit 1) and #202 
(Unit 2). These TS amendments evaluated a change in the testing 
frequencies for the Source, Intermediate, and Power Range channels for 
the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST requirements and found that 92 days is 
an acceptable frequency to perform the required testing per WCAP - 10271.  
This change is designated as less restrictive because Surveillances will be 
performed less frequently under the ITS than under the CTS.  

L.6 second paragraph is modified to read, "These instruments will continue to be tested 

at a frequency to ensure each channel's OPERABILITY requirements. The required 
testing ensures the channels proper operation and its safety functions are OPERABLE 
as required by their design requirements." 

3.3.1-34 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.16 

NRC RAI: 
Comment #1 - DOC L.16 discusses changes to PRNF and OTAT trip functions. The 

statements in the first paragraph are not organized such that it is well understood which 
CTS change is being evaluated. ITS SRs 3.3.1.3 and 3.3.1.6 are referenced. These 
surveillances include NOTES which are not discussed. Provide evaluation for CTS 
changes that result from adopting the SR NOTES.  

Comment #2 - Show that no CTS changes result from adopting EFPD units.  

Comment #3 - The second sentence in the second paragraph is unclear.  

Comment #4 - Q(6) CTS Channel Calibrations are changed in the ITS and these 

changes are not evaluated in DOC L.16.  

Response: 
The Company agrees with the Comments and DOC L.1 6 has been modified to address 
the changes.  

Additional Response: DOC L.16 is modified to read: "This change is acceptable 
because the new Surveillance Frequency has been evaluated and has been shown to 
provide an acceptable level of equipment reliability." The following is added to the 
second paragraph, "The relationship of incore to excore measurement changes with the 

burnup in the reactor and depends upon what portion of the reactor produces the 
energy. The burnup of the fuel is not a function of calendar days but of total power 
produced by the reactor. A Frequency stated in EFPD is the appropriate unit for the



surveillance frequency." Engineering judgement has determined that EFPD, not days, is 
the appropriate unit of measurement."



NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-5 ITS Table 3.3.1 - 1 Functions 18.b and 18.e 
STS Table 3.3.1 - 1 Functions 18.b and 18.f 
CTS Table 3.3 - 1 Functions 23.b and 23.e 
DOC/JFD N/A 

NRC RAI: Comment: RAI 3.3.1- CTS Markup mismatch with ITS - Comment #1 
ITS Table 3.3.1-1, Function 18.b (P-7) and Function 18.e (P-13) 

Clarify the submittal to address comment(s) that follows.  

For Function 18.b: Potential Beyond Scope Issue. The CTS markup shows 
that SR 3.3.1.11 and SR 3.3.1.13 apply to the P-7 interlock. The ITS shows 
only SR 3.3.1.5, which is a deviation from STS. Provide corrected DOG 
justification.  

For Function 18.e: The CTS markup shows that SR 3.3.1.10 and SR 3.3.1.13 
apply to the P-13 interlock. The ITS shows SR 3.3.1.10 and SR 3.3.1.13.  
Provide corrected DOC justification.  

Response: For Function 18.b Comment, the Company agrees with the Comment. The 
testing of the P-7 interlock is a logic test per proposed TSTF-347. SR 3.3.1.5 should 
represent this requirement and SRs 3.3.1.11 and 3.3.1.13 should be eliminated. A more 
restrictive DOC M. 10 and JFD 16 justify this on a plant specific basis to the ISTS Table 
3.3.1-1 Function 18.b. This changes the CTS from the 18-month requirements for the 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION and the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to the ACTUATION 
LOGIC TEST performed at the frequency of 31-day on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.  

For Function 18.e Comment, the Company agrees with the Comment. The CTS markup 
shows SR 3.3.1.11. This is a typo and should have shown SR 3.3.1.10. The CTS 
markup has been corrected.  

Additional response: TSTF-347 was revised to Revision 1 and has been incorporated.  
In addition to affecting ITS 3.3.1, the revised TSTF also resulted in changes to ITS 
3.4.19, RCS Loops- Test Exceptions. SR 3.4.19.2 was revised and SR 3.4.19.3 was 
added. Additionally, a typographical error was corrected for the Bases of SR 3.4.19.2.



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.4 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS This test must be conducted prior to the start of testing on R5 

the RTS or maintenance on a RTB. This checks the mechanical 
operation of the bypass breaker.  

The Frequency of every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is 
adequate. It is based on industry operating experience, 
considering instrument reliability and operating history 
data.  

SR 3.3.1.5 

SR 3.3.1.5 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.  
The SSPS is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS, 
using the semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is 
placed in the bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent 
actuation. Through the semiautomatic tester, all possible 
logic combinations, with and without applicable permissives, • 
are tested for each protection function, including operation 1 i3.31-5o 
of the P-7 permissive which is a logic function only. The 

Frequency of every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is 
adequate. It is based on industry operating experience, 
considering instrument reliability and operating history 
data.  

RAIs 

SR 3.3.1.6 MB 1433 MB 1427 
R8 

SR 3.3.1.6 is the performance of a TADOT and is performed R53-39 
every 92 days, as justified in Reference 7. A successful R5 

test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be 
performed by the verification of the change of state of a 
single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an 
acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is acceptable because all 
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by 
other Technical Specifications and non-Technical 
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval 
with applicable extensions.  

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of 
setpoints from the TADOT. Since this SR applies to RCP 
undervoltage and underirequency relays, setpoint 
verilication requires elaborate bench calibration and is 
accomplished during the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Rev 12 (Draft 3), 02/04/02B 3.3.1-51North Anna Units I and 2



RL- Loops-lest Exceptions 
3.4.19 

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.19 RCS Loops-Test Exceptions

LCO 3.4.19 

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

The requirements of LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2," may 
be suspended, with THERMAL POWER < P-7.  

MODES 1 and 2 during startup and PHYSICS TESTS.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. THERMAL POWER Ž P-7. A.1 Open reactor trip Immediately 
breakers.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.19.1 Verify THERMAL POWER is < P-7. 1 hour 

SR 3.4.19.2 Perform a COT for each power range neutron Prior to 
flux-low channel, intermediate range initiation of 
neutron flux channel, P-10, and P-13. startup and 

PHYSICS TESTS

SR 3.4.19.3 Perform an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST on P-7. Prior to 
initiation of 
startup and 
PHYSICS TESTS

RAI 
3 3.3.1-05 
R12 

RAI 
3 .3.1-05 
Ri2

Rev 12 (Draft 1), 01/17/02North Anna Units 1 and 2 3.4.19-]



B 3.4 
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(RCS) 

B 3.4.19 

RCS 
Loops-Test 

Exceptions 

BASES

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

B 3.4.19 RCS Loops-Test Exceptions 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLI 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The primary purpose of this test exception is to provide an 
exception to LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2," to permit 
reactor criticality under no forced flow conditions during 
certain PHYSICS TESTS (natural circulation demonstration, 
station blackout, and loss of offsite power) to be performed 
while at low THERMAL POWER levels. Section XI of 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix B (Ref. 1), requires that a test program be 
established to ensure that structures, systems, and 
components will perform satisfactorily in service. All 
functions necessary to ensure that the specified design 
conditions are not exceeded during normal operation and 
anticipated operational occurrences must be tested. This 
testing is an integral part of the design, construction, and 
operation of the power plant as specified in General Design 
Criteria 1, "Quality Standards and Records" (Ref. 2).  

The key objectives of a test program are to provide assurance 
that the facility has been adequately designed to validate 
the analytical models used in the design and analysis, to 
verify the assumptions used to predict unit response, to 
provide assurance that installation of equipment at the unit 
has been accomplished in accordance with the design, and to 
verify that the operating and emergency procedures are 
adequate. Testing is performed prior to initial criticality, 
during startup, and following low power operations.  

The tests will include verifying the ability to establish 
and maintain natural circulation following a unit trip, 
performing natural circulation cooldown on emergency power, 
and during the cooldown, showing that adequate boron mixing 
occurs and that pressure can be controlled using auxiliary 
spray and pressurizer heaters powered from the emergency 
power sources.  

The tests described above require operating the unit without 
iorced convection flow and as such are not bounded by any 
safety analyses. However, operating experience has 
demonstrated this exception to be safe under the present 
applicability.  

(continued)

Rev 12 (Draft 2), 02/04/02
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RCS Loops-Test Exceptions 
B 3.4.19

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

LCO

APPLICABILITY

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Test Exception 
LCOs is optional, and therefore no criteria of 10 CFR 
50.36(c)(2)(ii) apply. Test Exception LCOs provide 
flexibility to perform certain operations by appropriately 
modifying requirements of other LCOs. A discussion of the 

criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is provided in their 
respective Bases.  

This LCO provides an exemption to the requirements of 
LCO 3.4.4.  

The LCO is provided to allow for the performance of PHYSICS 
TESTS in MODE 2 (after a refueling), where the core cooling 
requirements are significantly different than after the core 
has been operating. Without the LCO, unit operations would 
be held bound to the normal operating LCOs for reactor 
coolant loops and circulation (MODES 1 and 2), and the 
appropriate tests could not be performed.  

In MODE 2, where core power level is considerably lower and 

the associated PHYSICS TESTS must be performed, operation is 
allowed under no flow conditions provided THERMAL POWER is 
• P-7 and the reactor trip setpoints of the OPERABLE power 
level channels are set • 25% RTP. This ensures, if some 
problem caused the unit to enter MODE 1 and start increasing 
unit power, the Reactor Trip System (RTS) would 
automatically shut it down before power became too high, and 
thereby prevent violation of fuel design limits.  

The exemption is allowed even though there are no bounding 
safety analyses. However, these tests are performed under 
close supervision during the test program and provide 
valuable information on the unit's capability to cool down 
without offsite power available to the reactor coolant 
pumps.  

This LCO is applicable when performing low power PHYSICS 

TESTS without any forced convection flow. This testing is 
performed to establish that heat input from nuclear heal 
does not exceed the natural circulation heal removal 
capabilities. Therelore, no safety or fuel design limits 
will be violated as a result of the associated tests.

Rev 12 (Draft 2), 02/04/02
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BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 

When THERMAL POWER is Ž the P-7 interlock setpoint 10%, the 
only acceptable action is to ensure the reactor trip 
breakers (RTBs) are opened immediately in accordance with 
Required Action A.1 to prevent operation of the fuel beyond 
its design limits. Opening the RTBs will shut down the 
reactor and prevent operation of the fuel outside of its 
design limits.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.19.1 
REQUI REMENTS 

Verification that the power level is < the P-7 interlock 

setpoint (10%) will ensure that the fuel design criteria are 
not violated during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS.  
The Frequency of once per hour is adequate to ensure that the 

power level does not exceed the limit. Unit operations are 
conducted slowly during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS and 
monitoring the power level once per hour is sufficient to 
ensure that the power level does not exceed the limit.  

SR 3.4.19.2 

The power range and intermediate range neutron detectors, 3.1 

P-1O, and P-13 interlock setpoint must be verified to be R12 

OPERABLE and adjusted to the proper value. The Low Power 
Reactor Trips Block, P-7 interlock, is actuated from either 
the Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10, or the Turbine Impulse 
Chamber Pressure, P-13 interlock. The P-7 interlock is a 
logic Function with train, not channel identity. A COT is 
performed prior to initiation of the PHYSICS TESTS. A 
successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel 
relay may be performed by the verification of the change of 
state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what 
is an acceptable CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST of a relay. This is 
acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the 
relay are verified by other lechnical Specifications and RA! 13.3.1]-05 

non-lechnical Specifications tests at least once per R12 

refueling interval with applicable extensions. This will 
ensure that the RTS is properly aligned to provide the 
required degree ol core protectior during the periormance oi 
the PHYSICS TESTS. The SR 3.3.1.8 Frequency is sufficient 3.-0 

for the power range and intermediate range neutron detectors RI2 

to ensure that the instrumentation is OPERABLE before 
initiating PHYSICS TESTS.

Rev 12 (Draft 2), 02/04/02
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RCS Loops-Test Exceptions 
B 3.4.19 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

REFERENCES

SR 3.4.19.3 

The Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7 interlock, must be 

verified to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 by LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor 

Trip System Instrumentation." The P-7 interlock is actuated 

from either the Power Range Neutron Flux, P-1O, or the 

Turbine Impulse Chamber Pressure, P-13 interlock. The P-7 

interlock is a logic Function. An ACTUATION LOGIC TEST is 

performed to verify OPERABILITY of the P-7 interlock prior 

to initiation of startup and PHYSICS TESTS. This will ensure 

that the RTS is properly functioning to provide the required 

degree of core protection during the performance of the 
PHYSICS TESTS.

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

2. UFSAR, Section 3.1.1.

Rev 12 (Draft 2), 02/04/02
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RCS Loops-Test Exceptions 
3.4.19

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.19 RCS Loops-Test Exceptions

LCO 3.4.19 The requirements of LCO 3.4.4. "RCS Loops-MODES I and.2." 
may be suspended, with THERMAL POWER < P-7.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2 during startup and PHYSICS TESTS.

ACTIONS

ZIL,/L2ILI./

CUNDJ liN REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. TWERMAL7POWER > P-7. A.1 Open reactor trip Immediately 
breakers.  

SURVEI LLANCE REQUIREMENTS 
)URVLi LLANLL FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.19.1 Verify THERMAL POWER is < P-7. 1 hour 

SR 3.4.19.2 Pet COT for each power range neutron hs4 
ux-low'% inte diate range neutron ior o 

flux channel@ .o initiation of 
startup and 

-p3 PHYSICS TESTS

WOG STS

-rA 

-. ,:j -. o • 
• ., kr 7 U", 

....... i y ,j
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RCS Loops-Test Exceptions 
B 3.4.19

BASES (continued)

A. 1

When THERMAL POWER is • the P-7 interlock setpoint 10X, the 
only acceptable action is to ensure the reactor trip 
breakers (RTBs) are opened immediately in accordance with 
Required Action A.1 to prevent operation of the fuel beyond 
its design limits. Opening the RTBs will shut down the 
reactor and prevent operation of the fuel outside of its 
design limits.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.19.1 

Verification that the power level is < the P-7 interlock 
setpoint (10%) will ensure that the fuel design criteria are not violated during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS.  
The Frequency of once per hour is adequate tens that ttii.Dci: 
the power level does not exceed the limit. P operations 
are conducted slowly during the performance o-- PHYSICS TESTS and monitoring the power level once per hour is sufficient 
to ensure that the power level does not exceed the limit.

SR 3.4.19.2 P.  

The power range and intermediate range neutron detectors Q 4i interlock setpoint must be verified to be OPERABLE =J- na4 an uste to proper va ue. A COT is performeddcif ) 44-/- '- e,4 
QZti.'prior to initiation of the PHYSICS TESTS. This 
will ensure tha the RTS is properly aligned to provide the 
re uir dea core protection durinn the /perfo 77-r5-- (?I t PHYSICSTESTS.ýjTFE--•tme imi (ufs is su -r-A-n. ..

I.

REFERENCES 1.  

2.

~s, i--i7-f

10 CFR 50. Appendix B. Section XI.  

rI R0, 11.1 .i A.......... 1.1988.Sel

r-

03
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INSERT 1 

The Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7 interlock, is actuated from either the Power Range ý.3, i.of 
Neutron Flux, P-1 0, or the Turbine Impulse Chamber Pressure, P-13 interlock. The P-7 R I z.  
interlock is a logic Function with train, not channel identity.  

INSERT 2 

A successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the 
verification of the change of state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an 
acceptable CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of CAI 
the other required contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and 
non-Technical Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval with applicable P a.
extensions.  

INSERT 3 

The SR 3.3.1.8 Frequency is sufficient for the power range and intermediate range neutron f 
detectors to ensure that the instrumentation is OPERABLE before initiating PHYSICS 
TESTS.  

INSERT 4 

SR 3.4.19.3 5.3.f-05

The Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7 interlock, must be verified to be OPERABLE in 
MODE 1 by LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Trip System Instrumentation." The P-7 interlock is 
actuated from either the Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10, or the Turbine Impulse Chamber 
Pressure, P-13 interlock. The P-7 interlock is a logic Function. An ACTUATION LOGIC 
TEST is performed to verify OPERABILITY of the P-7 interlock prior to initiation of startup 1 
and PHYSICS TESTS. This will ensure that the RTS is properly functioning to provide the 
required degree of core protection during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 insert to Page B 3.4-108 Revision 12
North Anna Units I and 2 Insert to Page B 3.4-108
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS 

REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS

©I 07-30-97

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.10.4 The limitations of Specificatio3A.may be suspended during the performance of 
startup and PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed the P-7 Interlock Setpoint, 

b. The Reactor Trip points on the OPERAB Intermediate R ge Channels are 
set at less than equal to 35% of RATE HERMAL P0 R, and j) 

C. The React rip Setpoints on the 0 RABLE Power ge Channels are s at 
less th or equal to 25% of RA THERMAL PO 

APPLICABLITY: (Dur:aiope•ra beoq9 lhe P-7Wrlock Soint.o• 

ACTION:' / ,, Ž dM 4-9-". -P•,-1,y' a,1Zr p//YSi 7e-sr ) 

With the THERMAL POWER greater than the P-7 Interlock Setpoint, immediately open the " 3/) 
reactor trip breakers.. 4/, 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS r , -]

4.10.4.1 The THERMAL POWE

least once per hour during

Each Intermediati

ified to be less than P-7 Interlock Setpoint at 

Interlock shall be subjected to a 

rior to initiating startup or PHYSICS TESTS.

c~f~o2

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 10-4 Amendment No. 206
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07-30-97

SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS 

REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.10.4 The limitations of Specification.tl3mbo• uspended during the performance of 
startup and PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed the P-7 Interlock Setpoint, 

b. reactor trip sOoints on the 0,,R LE Intermediat,,Range Channels are et at 
ess than or e alto 35%of EDTHERMAL PO R, and 

c. The react trip setpoints the OPERABLE Poer Range Channels e set at less 
than o qual to 25% of2 TED THERMAL WER.  

APPLICABILITY: Dui operatign-telow U bnterl k-Stpoint.

ACTION:. (__ .O)S /•4 .2. ,.r,., s+/,,o . (fi !Stt.1_ 

With the THIERMAL POWER greater than the P-7 Interlock Setpoint, immediately open the 

reactor trip breakers. t. -#)- ie C ' k {/U,' .a H"oc 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 4o. Vo - A

4.10.4.1 The THERMAL PO shall be etermined to be less than P-7 Interlock Setpoint at 
least once per hour during startu and PHYSI S TESTS. p. ic 

4.10.4.2 Each IntermediatePower Range hannel od1 • nterlock shall be subjected to a 
' Y tA%, CHANNEI I ýL ST •s- - rior to initiating startup or PHYSICS TESTS.

I(q0,.

( f.-°x 
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DISCUSSI ONOIVCHATN4GES 
ITS 3.4.19, RCS LOOPS - TEST EXCEPTIONS 

POWER does not exceed the P-7 Interlock Setpoint and the Reactor Trip Setpoints on 

the OPERABLE Intermediate and Power Range Channels are set < 35% and _ 25% of 

RATED THERMAL POWER, respectively. ITS 3.4.19 states that the requirement of 

LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2," may be suspended with THERMAL 

POWER < P-7. This changes the CTS by eliminating the requirement that the 

Reactor Trip Setpoints on the OPERABLE Intermediate and Power Range Channels 

are set < 35% and < 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER, respectively..  

Fhis change is acceptable because the Reactor Trip Setpoints on the OPERABLE 

Intermediate and Power Range Channels are contained in LCO 3.3.1, RTS 

Instrumentation. Repeating that requirement in this LCO is unnecessary. This change 

is designated administrative as it eliminates a repeated requirement from the CTS, 

resulting in no technical change to the Technical Specifications.  

MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

M.1 CTS surveillance requirement 4.10.4.2 does not require that the P-10 (Power Range 

Neutron Flux) and P-13 (Turbine Impulse Chamber Pressure) interlocks be tested. ITS 

SR 3.4.19.2 requires that these interlocks be subjected to a COT prior to initiating 

startup and PHYSICS TESTS. This changes the CTS by adding additional surveillance 

requirements.  

This change is acceptable because the inputs to the Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P

7 interlock, will be tested to ensure that the instrumentation is OPERABLE and 

properly aligned to provide the required degree of protection during PHYSICS TESTS.  

This change is designated more restrictive because the CTS does not currently require 

the performance of this surveillance.  

M.2 CTS surveillance requirement 4.10.4.2 currently requires that the P-7 interlock be 

subjected to a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST prior to initiating startup or PHYSICS 

TESTS. ITS SR 3.4.19.3 requires that the Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7 

interlock, be subjected to an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST prior to initiating startup or 

PHYSICS TESTS. This changes the CTS by adding an additional surveillance 

requirement.  

This change is acceptable because the ACTUATION LOGIC TEST for P-7 will ensure 

that the interlock is properly functioning to provide the required degree of core 

protection during startup and PHYSICS TESTS. This change is designated more 

restrictive because the CTS does not currently require this surveillance.

Revision 12 
North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 2
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ITS 3.4.19, RCS LOOPS - TEST EXCEPTIONS 

RELOCATED SPECI)CATIONS 

None 

REMOVED DETAIL CHANGES 

None 

LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

L.1 (Category 7 - Relaxation Of Surveillance Frequency) CTS 4.10.4.2 requires that tests 

be performed on each Intermediate and Power Range channel and P-1 Interlock 

within 12 hours prior to initiating startup or PHYSICS TESTS. ITS SR 3.4.19.2 

requires that the testing be performed prior to initiation of starup and PHYSICS 

TESTS. This changes the CTS by eliminating the time period prior to initiation of 

startup and PHYSICS TESTS within which the testing must be performed.  

The purpose of CTS 3.10.4 and ITS 3.4.19 is to allow the performance of natural 

circulation testing on the reactor. This change is acceptable because the new 

Surveillance Frequency has been evaluated to ensure that it provides an acceptable 

level of equipment reliability. The performance of the normally scheduled 

CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST is sufficient to ensure the equipment is 

OPERABLE. LCO 3.3.1 requires a CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST on the 

Intermediate and Power Range channels every 92 days (SR 3.3.1.7 and SR 3.3.1.8) 

and on the P-7 Interlock every 18 months (SR 3.3.1.18). These Frequencies have 

been determined to be sufficient for verification that the equipment is working 

properly. The initiation of startup and PHYSICS TESTS does not affect the ability of 

the equipment to perform its function, does not affect the trip setpoints or the RTS 

trip capability and does not invalidate the previous surveillances. Therefore, requiring 

this testing to be performed at a fixed time before the initiation of startup and 

PHYSICS TESTS has no benefit. This change is designated as less restrictive because 

Surveillances will be performed less frequently under the ITS than under the CTS.  

North Anna Units I and 2 Page 3 Revision 12 North~



NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-8 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC A.9 

NRC RAI: 
Comment#1 - Proposed changes to CTS Applicabilities represent less restrictive 
changes to the plant licensing basis because the ITS requires that the functions be 
operable in Mode 1 above P-7 (10% RTP) whereas, CTS require the same functions to 
be operable in Mode 1(> 5% RTP) or Modes 1 and 2 (_> 5% RTP). These less restrictive 
changes are not evaluated in the DOCs.  

Comment#2 - ITS function 11 (Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position) Applicability 
changes are not discussed in DOC A.9.  

Comment#3 - ITS function 20 (RCP Breaker Position) is referenced in the DOC but 
changes not listed in the ITS references. Also, the CTS requires total channels to be 
1/breaker whereas, the ITS requires 1/RCP. This change is not evaluated in a DOC.  

Response: The Company agrees with Comment 1. DOC A.9 has been eliminated and 
DOC L.28 is added to address the change in applicability.  

The Company agrees with Comment 2. ITS function 11 has been added to DOC L.28.  

The Company agrees with Comment 3. CTS is changed to delete 1/breaker and add 
1/RCP with DOC A.27 modified to include the change.  

Additional Response: DOC L.28 first sentence of the second paragraph is modified to 
state "This change is acceptable because the Reactor Trip functions are required to be 
OPERABLE in the MODES assumed by the safety analysis for each function to provide 
its safety function. The UFSAR Section 7.2.1.3.2 states the following; "Interlock P-7 
blocks a reactor trip at low power (below approximately 10% of full power) on a low 
reactor coolant flow or reactor coolant pump open breaker signal in more than one loop, 
reactor coolant pump undervoltage, reactor coolant pump underfrequency, pressurizer 
low pressure, or pressurizer high water level... The P-8 interlock blocks a reactor trip 
when the plant is below approximately 30% of full power, on a low reactor coolant flow in 
any one loop, a reactor coolant pump breaker open signal in any one loop, or turbine trip 
signal. Below the P-8 setpoint, the reactor will not trip with a turbine trip, or with one 
inactive loop."



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

Action 3-part b states "Above the P-6 setpoint, but below the P-10 setpoint, restore 

the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status prior to increasing THERMAL POWER 

above the P-10 setpoint." ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Function 4 Intermediate Range lists the 

Applicable MODES or other specified conditions as MODES 1b) and 2(c). Note (b) 

states, "Below the P-10 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlocks," and Note (c) 

requires, "Above the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks." Conditions 

F and G must be entered for an inoperable channel(s). Required Actions F.2 and G.2 

limit UFERMAL POWER for the unit to < P-6 setpoint. Fhis changes the CTS by i 
decreasing the applicability from MODE 2 to MODE 2 above the P-6 setpoint.  

The purpose of ITS applicability is to ensure the Intermediate Range trip function is 

OPERABLE at the power levels assumed in the safety analysis. [his change is 

acceptable because the requirements continue to ensure that the process variables are 

maintained in the MODES and other specified conditions assumed in the safety 

analyses and licensing basis. This change in applicability coordinates the 

requirements for the Intermediate Range function to the assumptions of the safety 

analysis for the required channels. Above the P-10 setpoint, the Power Range 

channels provide reactor protection with the capability of tripping the reactor, and 

below the P-6 setpoint, the Source Range channels provide the necessary reactor 

protection. This change is designated as less restrictive because the LCO requirements 

are applicable in fewer operating conditions than in the CTS.  

L.28 (Category 2 - Relaxation of Applicability) CTS Table 3.3-1 Functions 9.) Pressurizer 

Pressure - Low, 11.) Pressurizer Water Level - High, 12.) Loss of Flow, 16.) 

Undervoltage - RCP Buses, 17.) Underfrequency - RCP Buses, 18.) Turbine Trip, 

and 20.) RCP Breaker Position are required to be OPERABLE. Functions 9 and 11 

have applicable MODES of 1 and 2, and Functions 12, 16, 17, 18, and 20 have an 

applicability of MODE 1. Action 8 must be entered for an inoperable channel on 

Functions 9, 11, 12, 16, 17, and 20. Action 8 requires the inoperable channel to be 

placed into trip within 72 hours or the unit is required to be placed below P-7 

interlock within 78 hours. Action 9 requires an inoperable channel for function 18, 

Turbine Trip, to be placed into trip within 72 hours or the unit is required to be placed 

below P-8 interlock within 76 hours. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Functions 8.a) Pressurizer P1A" 
Pressure-Low, 9.) Pressurizer Water Level - High, 10.) Reactor Coolant Flow -Low, 3.(3_09 

11.) RCP Breaker Position, 12.) Undervoltage RCPs, and 13.) Underfrequency RCPs R5_ 

require the functions to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 above the P - 7 setpoint. ITS 

Note M states, "Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Block) setpoint." The 

Turbine Trip, Function 16 is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 above P-8 

setpoint. ITS Note (g) states, "Above the P-8 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock." 

Condition L is required to be entered for an inoperable channel for functions 8.a, 9, 

10, 12, and 13. Condition L states for one channel inoperable, "Place channel in trip," 

within 72 hours, or "Reduce THERMAL POWER to < P-7," in 78 hours. Function 11 

RCP Breaker Position requires Condition M to be entered for an inoperable channel.  

Condition M states, "Place channel in trip," within 72 hours, or "Reduce THERMAL 

POWER to < P-7," in 78 hours. Condition N is required to be entered if one Turbine
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

Trip channel becomes inoperable. Condition N states, "Place channel in trip," within 

72 hours, or "Reduce THERMAL POWER < P-8," within 76 hours. This changes the 

CTS by stating the applicability for these functions so that they are compatible with 

their Required Actions.  

This change is acceptable because the Reactor Trip functions are required to be 

OPERABLE in the MODES assumed by the safety analysis for each function to 

provide its safety function. [he UFSAR Section 7.2.A.3.2 states the following; 

"Interlock P-7 blocks a reactor trip at low power (below approximately 10% of full 

power) on a low reactor coolant flow or reactor coolant pump open breaker signal in ,, 

more than one loop, reactor coolant pump undervoltage, reactor coolant pump 

underfrequency, pressurizer low pressure, or pressurizer high water level ... The P-8 

interlock blocks a reactor trip when the plant is below approximately 30% of full 

power, on a low reactor coolant flow in any one loop, a reactor coolant pump breaker 

open signal in any one loop, or turbine trip signal. Below the P-8 setpoint, the reactor 

will not trip with a turbine trip, or with one inactive loop. This change coordinates the 

various functions' applicability with the Required Actions associated with each 

function for an inoperable channel. The Applicable MODES or other specified 

conditions for these functions are aligned to the OPERABILITY assumptions of the 

safety analysis. This change is designated as less restrictive because the LCO 

requirements are applicable in fewer operating conditions than in the CTS. R 5
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 

ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-11 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC A.13 

NRC RAI: 
Comment: DOC A.13 discusses changes that remove SR details because, as stated in 

DOC A.13, the change eliminates details of how the SR is determined. Changes of this 

type elsewhere in the ITS DOCs are LA Type 3 changes. Reconcile the non

administrative content of the proposed administrative changes.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC A.13 has been deleted and 

DOC LA. 16 has been constructed.  

Additional Response: DOC LA.16 is modified to state "The wording of Action 2 part d 

describes the method of how the QPTR is performed and this type of information is not 

required. The requirement and the limits of QPTR are required by 10 CFR 50.36 and 

these are maintained in ITS SR 3.2.4.2."



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 

ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

channels and moving the information of the number of channels to trip and the 

minimum channels needed to maintain the function OPERABLE to the UFSAR.  

The removal of these details, which are related to system design, from the Technical 

Specifications is acceptable because this type of information is not necessary to be 

included in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public 3 

health and safety. The ITS still retains the requirement for the number of required 

channels and the appropriate Condition to be entered if a -required channel becomes :> 

inoperable. This change is acceptable because the removed information will be 

adequately controlled in the UFSAR. The UFSAR is controlled under 10 CFR 50.59 

which ensures changes are properly evaluated. This change is designated as a less 

restrictive removal of detail change because information relating to system design is 

being removed from the Technical Specifications.  

LA.16 (Type 3 - Removing Procedural Details for Meeting TS Requirements and Related 

Reporting Problems) CTS 3.3.1.1 Action 2.d in Table 3.3-1 states that the 

QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR) shall be determined to be within limit 

when reactor power is above 75 percent of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). The 

moveable incore detectors will be utilized to verify the QPTR when a Power Range 

Channel is inoperable. In this condition, the normalized symmetric power 

distribution is determined by either utilizing 2 sets of 4 symmetric thimble locations 

or a full core flux map. Every 12 hours, the results of the flux map must be compared 

with the indicated QPTR for consistency. The indicated QPTR is provided by the 

three Power Range Channels that remain OPERABLE. ITS 3.3.1 Action D.2.2 

requires the performance of ITS SR 3.2.4.2, which verifies the QPTR is within its 
limit. This changes the CTS by moving the details of determining QPTR from the --%3.1- Ix 

specification to the ITS Bases for SR 3.2.4.2. ?71" 

The removal of these details for performing surveillance requirements from the 

Technical Specifications is acceptable because this type of information is not 

necessary to be included in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate 

protection of public health and safety. The wording of Action 2 part d describes the _ 

method of how the QPTR is performed and this type of information is not required.  

The requirement and the limits of QPTR are required by 10 CFR 50.36 and these are , 

maintained in ITS SR 3.2.4.2. This change is acceptable because these types of 9 1Z 

procedural details will be controlled in the ITS Bases. Changes to the Bases are 

controlled by the Technical Specification Bases Control Program in Chapter 5. This 

program provides for the evaluation of changes to ensure the Bases are properly 

controlled. This change is designated as a less restrictive removal of detail change 

because procedural details for meeting Technical Specification requirements are being 

removed from the Technical Specifications.  

LA. 17 (Type 3 - Removing Procedural Details for Meeting TS Requirements and Related Rbd!5 

Reporting Problems) CTS Table 2.2-1 Functional Unit 7 states the requirement for ,Z2f73 

the Overtemperature (OT) AT as Note 1. The Allowable Value for the function is ?o7S-i 
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-15 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC A.22 

NRC RAI: Comment: The proposed ITS include a 4 hour channel bypass allowance 
Note to Action N.1; however, this change is not evaluated in the discussion of changes.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. A less restrictive DOC L.26 has 
been added to document the proposed allowance.  

Additional Response: The NOTE in Condition N, Bases, and DOC L.26 are modified to 
change 4 hours to 12 hours (in the NOTE for Condition N) to allow bypassing an 
inoperable channel for surveillance testing of other channels.  

DOC L.26 is also modified to state "The Note to ITS Condition N has been evaluated 
under the guidance of WCAPs 10271 and 14333 and was found to be an acceptable 
time for bypassing an inoperable channel for the required testing of additional channels.  
The NRC evaluated the incorporation of all other changes evaluated against WCAPs 
10271 and 14333 to the North Anna Technical Specification via Amendments 221 (Unit 
1) and 202 (Unit 2) and found them acceptable."



RTS Instrumentation 
3.3.1

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

M. One Reactor Coolant ------------- NOTE---------
Pump Breaker Position The inoperable channel may be 
channel inoperable, bypassed for up to 12 hours 

for surveillance testing of 
other channels.  

M.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 

OPERABLE status.  

OR 

M.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER 78 hours 
to < P-7.  

N. One Turbine Trip ------------NOTE---------
channel inoperable. The inoperable channel may be 

bypassed for up to 12 hours 
for surveillance testing of 
other channels.  

N.1 Place channel in trip. 72 hours 

OR 

N.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER 76 hours 
to < P-8.  

0. One train inoperable. ------------ NOTE ---------
One train may be bypassed for 
up to 4 hours for 
surveillance testing provided 
the other train is OPERABLE.  

0.1 Restore train to 24 hours 

OPERABLE status.  

OR 

0.2 Be in MODE 3. 30 hours

Rev 12 (Draft 2), 02/04/02
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS N.1 and N.2 
(conti nued) Condition N applies to Turbine Trip on Low Auto Stop Oil 

Pressure or on Turbine Stop Valve Closure. With one channel 
inoperable, the inoperable channel must be placed in the 
trip condition within 72 hours. If placed in the tripped 
condition, this results in a partial trip condition 
requiring only one additional channel to initiate a reactor 
trip. If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status or 
placed in the trip condition, then power must be reduced 
below the P-8 setpoint within the next 4 hours. The 72 hours 
allowed to place the inoperable channel in the tripped 
condition and the 4 hours allowed for reducing power are 
justified in Reference 7.  

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows 
placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed condition for 
up to 12 hours while performing routine surveillance testing 3.3.-1 

of the other channels. The 12 hour time limit is justified in R12 

Reference 7.  

0.1 and 0.2 

Condition 0 applies to the SI Input from ESFAS reactor trip 
and the RTS Automatic Trip Logic in MODES 1 and 2. These 
actions address the train orientation of the RTS for these 
Functions. With one train inoperable, 24 hours are allowed 
to restore the train to OPERABLE status (Required 
Action 0.1) or the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within the 
next 6 hours. The Completion Time of 24 hours (Required 
Action 0.1) is reasonable considering that in this 
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to 
perform the safety function and given the low probability of 
an event during this interval. The Completion Time of 
6 hours (Required Action 0.2) is reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows 
bypassing one train up to 4 hours for surveillance testing, 
provided the other train is OPERABLE.  

P.1 and P.2 

Condition P applies to the RTBs in MODES 1 and 2. These 
actions address the train orientation of the RTS for the 
RTBs. With one train inoperable, 1 hour is allowed to 

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation 
3.3.1

ArTrnhic f�r.,i't4ngmoiI�
?. fI l UII.3 IJI n Ih_ _•___I 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

One Turbine Trip 
channel inoperable.

ci

I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ +

% One train inoperable.

_______________________________________________________________________________________ J (conti nueci

. ............ NOTE .............  
The inoperable chan L may be 
bypassed for up to Whours 
for su.,veillance testing of 
other channels.  

--- Place channel in

2 ReducTHERMAL POWER 
to <

-............ NOTE .............  
One trairl may be bypassed for 
up to 04T hours for 
surveillance testing provided 
the other train is OPERABLE.  

a I........................  Restore train. to

.2

OPERABLE status.  

Be in MODE 3.

ahours 

hours 0

(0

Phours 

3 hours

Rev 1. 04/07/95WOG STS
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trip.
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS .1 and. (continued) 

This places the unit in a MODE where the LCO is no longer 
applicable. This Function does not have to e 
besow the PMstpoint because other RTS Functions provide 13/ 
core protection below the P-8 setpoint. The Cours allowe 

(• o restore the channel to OPERABLE status and t 
addilional hours allowed to reduce THERMAL POWE o below he'-Y• addi etionl~ PaWret bel d 0Kw .. T'ý 

The Required Actions have been modi ie y a 
allows placing the iloperable channel in the b.asse 
condition for up to u e performing routn 
surveillance testing of the other channels. The hour time 
limit is ,jt-stified Reference 7. 2

Sapplies to Turbine Trip on L O i l 
Pressure or on Turbine Stop Valve Closure. With one channel 
inoperable, the inoperable channel must be placed in the ___ /-• IbT 
trip condition within hours. tIf laced i in The irlpO (z 
condition, this results in a partia trip condition 
requiring only one additional channel to initiate a reactor 
trip. If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 
or placed in the trip condition. then pwer must reduced r 
below the P-0- setpornt within the next 4 hours. he hours,(.') 
allowed to place the inoperable channel in the trippe -

condition and the 4 hours allowed for reducing power are 
justified in Reference 7.  

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that 
allows placing the i rable ch td 
condition for up to ours w i e performing rout -- 
surveillance testing of the other channels. The hour time 
limit is justified in Reference 7.  

lan 2 

ConditionV applies to the SI Input from ESFAS reactor trip 
and the RTS Automatic Trip Logic in MODES 1 and 2. These 
actions address the train orientation of 
Functions. With one train inoperable. (hours are allowed 2 '.' 
to restqre the train to OPERABLE status (Required 
•A-TiTng1) or the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within the 

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

OPERABILITY. This change is designated as less restrictive because Surveillances 

which are required in the CTS will not be required in the ITS.  

L.26 (Category 4 - Relaxation of Required Action) CTS Table 3.3-1 Functions 18.a (Low 

Auto Stop Oil Pressure) and 18.b (Turbine Stop Valve Closure) requires the functions 

to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 and Action 9 to be entered for an inoperable channel.  

Action 9 requires an inoperable channel be placed in trip within 72 hours or reduce ,A

power to less than P-8 setpoint within the next 4 hours. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Function 3.3. 1-/;

16 Turbine Trip with Low Auto Stop Oil Pressure (16a) and Turbine Stop Valve R5.  

Closure (16b) lists the applicable MODES as MODE 1(g). Note (g) states, "Above the 

P-8 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock." The Table lists Condition N to be 

entered for an inoperable channel. Condition N states, "One Turbine Trip channel 

inoperable, Place channel in trip," within 72 hours, or "Reduce THERMAL POWER 

< P-8," within 76 hours. A Note modifies Condition N that states, "The inoperable 

channel may be bypassed for up to 12 hours for surveillance testing of other 

channels." This changes the CTS by adding an allowance that an inoperable channel '*z f 

may be bypassed for up to 12 hours for surveillance testing of other channels.  

The purpose of the Note in ITS Condition N is to allow a reasonable period of time to 

conduct required surveillance testing on the remaining channels of the turbine trip 

function. This change is acceptable because the Required Actions are used to 

establish remedial measures that must be taken in response to the degraded conditions 

in order to minimize risk associated with continued operation while providing time to 

repair inoperable features. The Required Actions are consistent with safe operation 

under the specified Condition, considering the OPERABLE status of the redundant 

systems or features. This includes the capacity and capability of remaining systems or 

features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement, and the low probability of a 

DBA occurring during the repair period. The addition of the Note provides the 

necessary time to perform required testing when there is an inoperable channel. An 

inoperable channel must be placed in a trip condition. The allowance of the Note 

provides an exception to this requirement. The inoperable channel may be removed 

from the tripped condition and bypassed to test the other channels. If an additional 

channel was tested with an inoperable channel in trip, an unnecessary reactor trip 

signal could be generated. The Note to ITS Condition N has been evaluated under the 

guidance of WCAPs 10271 and 14333 and was found to be an acceptable time for 3 

bypassing an inoperable channel for the required testing of additional channels. The 91 

NRC evaluated the incorporation of all other changes evaluated against WCAPs 

10271 and 14333 to the North Anna Technical Specification via Amendments 221 

(Unit 1) and 202 (Unit 2) and found them acceptable. This change is designated as 

less restrictive because less stringent Required Actions are being applied in the ITS 

than were applied in the CTS.  

L.27 (Category 2 - Relaxation of Applicability) CTS Tables 3.3-1 and 4.3-1 list the 44 Z 
MODES of applicability for the Intermediate Range function 5 as MODE 1 below the 313'1'01 

P-10 setpoint and MODE 2. Action 3 must be entered for an inoperable channel. er
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-17 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC A.25 

NRC RAI: 
Comment #1 - DOC A.25 states the required TADOT (SR 3.3.1.15) frequency is "prior 
to exceeding the P-8 interlock whenever the unit has been in MODE 3...." Provide a 
discussion of change for this CTS change.  

Comment #2 - The NOTE to SR 3.3.1.15 modifies the TADOT to not include verification 
of the setpoint. Provide a evaluation of CTS changes that result from adopting the ITS 
requirement.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comments. DOC A.25 has been modified to 
document the proposed changes.  

Additional Response: DOC A.25 is modified to state "The CTS requirement for a CFT 
is satisfied by a turbine trip below the setpoint of P - 8. This test produces lit 
annunciators in the main control room that signifies that the turbine trip occurs. This test 
corresponds to the ITS requirement of a Trip Actuation Device Operational Test 
(TADOT) without a setpoint verification which verifies that a turbine trip would occur. The 
ITS TADOT satisfies the technical requirements of the CTS CFT."



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

tested. Under the CTS Frequency for the listed functions, two trains must complete , 

the required testing in 62 days. The ITS Frequency requirement for each of these " " 

functions requires a train to be tested every 31 days with both trains completed in 62 
days. Therefore, the testing requirements in the CTS and ITS require the same 

frequency for each function. This change is designated as administrative because it 

does not result in technical changes to the CTS. M Z,0 

A.24 Not used. 
I '7 

A.25 CTS Table 4.3-1 Function 18, Turbine Trip, specifies a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 

TEST with a frequency of S/U (1). The S/U stands for prior to a reactor startup and 

Note () specifies "If not performed within the previous 31 days." Action 9 must be Chl 

entered for an inoperable channel. Action 9 states, "With the number of channels 

OPERABLE less than the Total Number of Channels OPERABLE requirement, , 

STARTUP and POWER OPERATION may proceed provided the inoperable channel 

is placed in the tripped condition within 72 hours and the Minimum Channels 

OPERABLE Requirement is met or reduce power to less than the P-8 setpoint in the 

next 4 hours." ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Function 16 Turbine Trip requires SR 3.3.1.15, a 

TADOT, to be performed. The Frequency for the SR states, "prior to exceeding the 

P-8 interlock whenever the unit has been in MODE 3, if not performed within the 

previous 31 days." A Note to the SR states, "Verification of setpoint is not required." 

This changes the CTS surveillance requirement frequency from startup, if not 

performed in the previous 31 days to prior, to exceed P-8 setpoint whenever the unit 

has been in MODE 3, if not performed in the previous 31 days and specifically states 

that verification of the setpoint is not required.  

This change is acceptable because the frequency of the required test continues to be 

performed in the same time period as required by the CTS. The ITS Frequency is set 

to be consistent with the MODE of applicability for the Turbine Trip function. The 

intent of the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST in the CTS is to ensure that the 

turbine trip signal would generate a reactor trip signal. The CTS requirement for a K,4 -

CFT is satisfied by a turbine trip below the setpoint of P - 8. This test produces lit 33-1.-17 
annunciators in the main control room that signifies that the turbine trip would occur.  

This test corresponds to the ITS requirement of a Trip Actuation Device Operational 

Test (TADOT) without a setpoint verification which verifies that a turbine trip would 

occur. The ITS TADOT satisfies the technical requirements of the CTS CFT.  

Therefore, the addition of the ITS Note stating that no verification of setpoint is 

required is not a change in the requirement, but is provided Jor clarification. This 

change is designated as administrative because it does not result in technical changes 

to the CTS.  

A.26 CTS Table 3.3-1 Action 1 states with the number of channels OPERABLE one less P,4 

than required by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement the unit must be , oZ 

shutdown within a given time. Additionally, Action 1 states that one channel may be , I. i6 

bypassed for up to 4 hours for concurrent surveillance testing of the RTB and

Revision 12 
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-19 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC M.1 

NRC RAI: 
Comment #1 - Provide an evaluation for adding the Note to SR 3.3.1.9.  

Comment #2 - DOC M.1 states, "Testing of the Unit 2 undervoltage function is currently 
required every 92 days and will continue to be required in the ITS Surveillance 
Requirements." The basis for revising testing requirements for Unit 1 equipment requires 
more than a comparison to Unit 2 TS.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comments. DOC M.1 has been modified to 
document the proposed changes.  

Additional Response: The DOC justifies the addition of the TADOT for Unit 1 RCP 
undervoltage every 92 days. The CTS requirement for RCP undervoltage is N/A. DOC 
M.1 is modified by adding the following: "This same test is currently required by CTS and 
performed on Unit 2."



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

I•6NJJ 

if absolute difference is >_ 3 %." Note 2 states, "Not required to be performed until 72 M13)427 

hours after THERMAL POWER is Ž_ 15 % RTP." The addition of Note 2 is addressed Is,,eis

by DOC L.9. The change from monthly to every 31 EFPD is addressed by DOC L.16. 40

This changes the CTS by applying the requirement of a monthly comparison of axial IS, 

offset of the NIS channel to both the PRNF and OTAT functions.  

The purpose of CTS monthly CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the PRNF channels is (JeV

to ensure the indicated Al signal from the Power Range channels for the OTAT z •.I-2 z 

channels are within 3% of the actual Al. This change is acceptable because the 0ei" 

technical requirements of the CTS are translated into the appropriate ITS 

requirements. The monthly calibration of the PRNF channels is to ensure the PRNF 

properly reflect AFD indications and OTAT channels receive appropriate adjustments 

to change their setpoints for changing plant conditions of AI. This change is 

designated as administrative because it does not result in technical changes to the 

CTS.  

A.29 CTS Table 4.3-1 lists for the Power Range Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range 

channels a quarterly test to be performed (Q (12)). Note (12) states, "Quarterly 

Surveillance in MODE 3*, 4*, and 5* shall also include verification that Permissives 

P-6 and P-10 are in their required state for existing plant conditions by observation of 

the permissive annunciator window." ITS SR 3.3.1.8 for the Source, Intermediate, and ..- S" 

Power Range Neutron Flux Low Setpoint channels require a CHANNEL Rg 

OPERATIONAL TEST (COT) to be performed every 92 days. A Note modifies the 

SR that states, "This Surveillance shall include verification that interlocks P-6 and P

10 are in their required. state for existing unit conditions." The movement of the 

phrase, "by observation of the permissive annunciator window," is addressed by DOC 

LA.6. The deletion of quarterly surveillance in MODES 3*, 4*, and 5* is addressed 

by DOC L.10. This changes the CTS by reformatting the requirement to the ITS SR 

3.3.1.8 Note.  

The purpose of ITS SR 3.3.1.8 Note is to ensure the interlocks P-6 and P-10 are in the 

proper state for the indicated power level from the appropriate NIS channels. This 

change is acceptable because the technical requirements of the CTS are maintained in 

ITS format. The CTS and ITS require the verification of P-6 and P-10 interlocks are 

in the required state for existing plant conditions. This change is designated as 

administrative because it does not result in technical changes to the CTS.  

MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

M.1 Unit 1 CTS Table 4.3-1 Function 16 RCP Undervoltage does not contain a .  

Surveillance Requirement for a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to be performed.  

Unit 2 CTS Table 4.3-1 Function 16 requires a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to 

be performed at a Q (Quarterly) Frequency. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Function 12 RCP 
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

undervoltage requires ITS SR 3.3.1.6 to be performed for both units undervoltage 1-" 
functions. A Note that states, "Verification of setpoint is not required," modifies the 

SR. This changes the Unit 1 CTS Surveillance Requirements for RCP undervoltage 1;gif33 

by specifying a TADOT be performed every 92 days and adds a Note to the SR. MbF2 
•3.•.A- $Si 

The purpose of the ITS SR 3.3.1.6 is to ensure that an undervoltage to the RCP bus 

Will generate a reactor trip signal and the frequency is adequate to detect failures of 

the circuits. This change is acceptable because the RCP undervoltage provides a 

reactor trip function and has the capability of being tested with the unit in MODE 1 .A
with a minimum of risk. This same test is currently required by CTS and performed 

on Unit 2. Testing of the Unit 2 RCP Undervoltage function will continue to be tested I 

every 92 days and will continue to be required in the ITS requirements. The inclusion 

of the Note is acceptable because the functions are tested to ensure they are capable of 

performing the intended function. The verification of setpoint would require testing 

that is only required when the function is not required to be OPERABLE. This is 
done in conjunction with the CHANNEL CALIBRATION performed every 18 . q 

months. This change is designated as more restrictive because the ITS requirements R " 

specify a SR to be performed that the CTS does not require for Unit 1.  

M.2 CTS 3.3.1.1 Action 2 requires an inoperable Power Range channel to be placed in trip 

within 72 hours, for either the neutron flux levels or positive and negative rate trips 

functions being inoperable. If this cannot be accomplished, the unit is required to 

enter LCO 3.0.3 and one hour is allowed to initiate action and 6 additional hours for 

the unit to be placed in HOT STANDBY. CTS LCO 3.0.3 provides the requirements 

when a LCO is not met and within one hour Action shall be initiated to place the unit 

in a MODE in which the Specification does not apply. ITS LCO 3.0.3 is required to 

be entered if more than one Power Range channel becomes inoperable for either of 

the required functions of flux level or rate trips. ITS 3.3.1 Required Actions D'for an 

inoperable Power Range Neutron Flux channel requires the inoperable channel to be 

placed into trip within 72 hours with additional compensatory measures, or place the 

unit in MODE 3 within the next 6 hours. ITS 3.3.1 Required Action E for an 

inoperable Power Range channel for positive or negative rate trips, requires the 

inoperable channel to be placed into trip within 72 hour or the unit is required to be in 

MODE 3 within the next 6 hours. This changes the CTS requirements by decreasing 

the time allowed to be in MODE 3 from 7 hours in the CTS to 6 hours for the ITS.  

This change is acceptable because the CTS requirements are modified to provide the 

necessary Required Actions and appropriate Completion Times. The Completion 

Time of six hours to reach MODE 3 from 100% RTP, in a safe manner without 

challenging plant systems, is consistent with other CTS and ITS requirements. This 

change is designated as more restrictive because the Completion Time for the unit to 

be placed in MODE 3 has been decreased by one hour.  

M.3 CTS 3.3.1.1 Action 3.b requires for an inoperable Intermediate Range channel, when IR 

power is below P-10 and above the Intermediate Range interlock P-6, that the channel -'
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-21 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC M.4 

NRC RAI: CTS 3.3.1.1 Functional Unit 6 for the Source Range Neutron Flux requires 

Action 2 4 to be entered if the number of channels OPERABLE is one less than the 

minimum number when THERMAL POWER is below P-6 in MODE 2 operation.  

Comment #1- Typo in the paragraph above.  

Comment #2 - DOC M.4 states, "ITS Function 5 Source Range Neutron Flux requires in 

Required Action H if one of the two required Source Range channels become inoperable 

a suspension of all operation involving reactivity changes. The requirement is modified 

by a Note that states, "Limited plant cool down or boron dilution is allowed provided the 

change is accounted for in the calculated SDM." Currently, the DOC M.4 discussion of 

the safety basis for the change gives little technical basis upon which to conclude 

addition of the requirement will not adversely impact safety.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comments. DOC M.4 has been modified to 

incorporate the proposed changes.  

Additional Response: DOC M.4 is revised by adding two additional statements. The 

first sentence states that one Source Range continues to be OPERABLE and provides 

indications of reactor power level. The second sentence states that SDM calculation is 

required to be performed to ensure reactor reactivity is being properly controlled.
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be restored to OPERABLE status prior to increasing power above the P-10 limit. ITS 

Required Actions F.1 and F.2 only allow operation between P-6 and P-10 power 

levels for a maximum time of 24 hours. After that, power level is required to either be 

increased above P-10 or decreased below P-6. The allowance for increasing power 

above P-10 is addressed by DOC L.4.. Limiting the time with an inoperable 

Intermediate Range channel to 24 hours changes the CTS requirements, which iA" 

currently allows operation for an indefinite period of time. '33.,-20 

This change is acceptable because a time limit is placed on the length of time the 

plant may operate with an inoperable Intermediate Range channel when at a power 

level at which the Intermediate Range channel is credited in the safety analysis. The 

requirement to allow twenty-four hours to restore the instrument to OPERABLE 

status or decrease below P-6 is reasonable because a protection function has been 

significantly degraded and 24 hours is a reasonable period of time to allow for a slow 

and controlled power adjustment. This change is more restrictive because it restricts 

the time the plant may operate with an inoperable Intermediate Range channel.  

M.4 CTS 3.3.1.1 Functional Unit 6 for the Source Range Neutron Flux requires Action 4 

to be entered if the number of channels OPERABLE is one less than the minimum 

number when THERMAL POWER is below P-6 in MODE 2 operation. This Action 

limits the THERMAL POWER to the P-6 setpoint value until the inoperable channel 

is restored to OPERABLE status. ITS Function 5 Source Range Neutron Flux 

requires Condition H to be entered for an inoperable channel. Required Action H 

states with one inoperable channel all operation involving reactivity changes must be 

immediately suspended. The requirement is modified by a Note that states, "Limited 

plant cooldown or boron dilution is allowed provided the change is accounted for in RAE.  

the calculated SDM." This changes the CTS requirements for an inoperable Source 3.3.1-21 

Range channel by limiting operation involving positive reactivity changes.  

This change is acceptable because in this condition the number of Source Range 

channels, which are the only channels providing indication and protection, has been 

reduced by 50 % and additional restrictions are appropriate. Above the P-6 level, the 

Intermediate and Power Range channels provide indication and protection, but below 

P-6, only the Source Range channels are available. The Source Range channels 

provide the operator with capability to monitor power level and automatic operation 

of the protection system. The reactivity changes must be evaluated to ensure reactor 

reactivity is maintained in a known and controlled condition. Limited positive 

reactivity additions, temperature decreases or boron dilutions, are reasonable 

restraints to place on unit operations when only one Source Range channel is 

OPERABLE. One Source Range channel continues to be OPERABLE and provides ,X.I-, 

indications of change in the reactor power level. Additionally, a Shutdown Margin 1 I 

(SDM) calculation is required to be performed to ensure the reactor reactivity is being 

properly controlled. This change is more restrictive because plant operations are more 

limited by the ITS requirements than the CTS.
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 

ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-24 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC M.7 

NRC RAI: Comment: The NOTE to SR 3.3.1.10 includes a requirement to verify time 

constants are adjusted as part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirement. This 

addition to CTS is not evaluated in the DOCs.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC M.7 has been modified to 

justify the proposed change.  

Additional Response: DOC M.7 is revised to state "The CHANNEL CALIBRATION is 

added to provide appropriate Technical Specification OPERABILITY requirements to 

ensure the function can perform its safety function." The DOC is also amended to state 

"The ITS Note ensures the time constants requirement is explicitly stated. The time 

constants for various functions are currently verified under CTS requirements. The 

addition of the ITS Note to the surveillance requirement is considered an administrative 

change."



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 

ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

designated as more restrictive because the additional restrictions have been placed on -" 3 

the CTS requirements.  

M.7 CTS Table 4.3-1 lists the surveillance requirements of CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

for the Turbine Trip Function 18.A Auto Stop Oil Pressure and Function 18.B 

Turbine Stop Valves Closure as Not Applicable (N/A). ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Function 

16 Turbine lists the CHANNEL CALIBRATION surveillance requirement for the 

Auto Stop Oil Pressure and Turbine Stop Valve Closure as SR 3.3.1.10. This must be 

performed at a Frequency of 18 months. This SR is modified by a Note that requires g,' 

the verification that time constants are adjusted to prescribed values. This changes the y• .i g, 

CTS by adding a CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirement for the Turbine Trip te5, 

functions.  

The purpose of ITS SR 3.3.1.10 is to ensure the channels are aligned to provide an 

accurate representation of the monitored function including any required time 

constants. This change is acceptable because the periodic verification of the 

Allowable Values is necessary to ensure the turbine will trip at the specified values.  

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION is added to provide appropriate Technical 3.7,-2, 

Specification OPERABILITY requirements to ensure the function can perform its 

safety function. The ITS Note ensures the time constants requirement is explicitly 

stated. The time constants for various functions are currently verified under CTS 

requirements. The addition of the ITS Note to the surveillance requirement is 

considered an administrative change. This change is designated as more restrictive 

because the current requirement for the Turbine Trip does not require periodic 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION verification.  

M.8 CTS Table 4.3-1 contains a Surveillance Requirement for the Intermediate Range I2

channels. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is required and modified by a footnote.  

Note 13 states, "The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry in 

MODE 2 or 1." ITS SR 3.3.1.11 for the Intermediate Ranges requires a CHANNEL 

CALIBRATION every 18 months. A Note modifies the SR. The Note states, 

"Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION." This changes 

the CTS by deleting a portion of the Note allowing the Specification 4.0.4 allowance. A41427 

This change is acceptable because the Specification 4.0.4 exception is not necessary R A4T 

because the Surveillance Requirement may be performed and evaluated without Y.1, 1- ! 

affecting the OPERABILITY of the instruments. This change is designated as more er, w 13

restrictive because an allowance of the CTS has been deleted in the ITS requirements, 

and because a new requirement has been added to the SR.  
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-25 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC LA.1 

NRC RAI: 
Comment 1- Discuss the CTS changes that result from adding the NOTE to SR 3.3.1.16 
that excludes neutron detectors from RESPONSE TIME testing.  

Comment 2 - The changes cited and discussed in the paragraph also include Type 3, 
LA changes (removal of details of system design and system description from CTS, 
including design limits) because procedural details for meeting TS are moved to the 
Bases. Provide discussion for Type 3 changes.  

Response: 
The Company disagrees with Comment 1. DOC A.1 adequately justifies the proposed 
change. CTS page 3/4 3-1 for both Unit 1 and Unit 2 in SR 4.3.1.1.2 state, "Neutron 
detectors are exempt from response time testing." 

The Company agrees with Comment 2. DOC LA.1 has been modified to justify the 
proposed change.  

Additional Response: DOC LA.1 is change to include the following discussion: "The 
descriptive information does not provide a limit that must be controlled by the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.36."



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

The purpose of the ITS Condition P Note is to allow a reasonable amount of time to )Oki 
conduct repairs on an inoperable undervoltage or shunt trip mechanism without 3.S. 1cZ 
declaring the RTB train inoperable. This change is acceptable because the RTB on the 3.31-1g 
other train and the bypass RTB on this train both remain capable of tripping the 
reactor. Two hours is a reasonable period of time to allow the bypass RTB to 
substitute for the inoperable RTB. This change is more restrictive because the CTS 
does not limit the time for performing maintenance, whereas the ITS limits the time to 
2 hours.  

M.13 CTS Table 4.3-1 Surveillance Requirements do not require a test on the OTAT 
Functions to ensure an accurate input for the f (AI) from the required Power Range ,1q0133 
channels. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Function 6 states SR 3.3.1.9 must be performed. ITS SR ,mOiA27 
3.3.1.9 states, "Compare results of the excore channels to incore detector 01,,e,,6 

measurements." This SR must be performed every 92 EFPD. Two Notes modify the /2A-z 

requirement. Note 1 states, "Adjust NIS channel if absolute difference _> 3%." Note T. 1-3 7 

two states, "Not required to be performed until 72 hours after THERMAL POWER is t•,,6 

> 50%." This changes the CTS by requiring an additional Surveillance Requirement 

for the OTAT Function.  

The purpose of ITS SR 3.3.1.9 is to ensure accurate inputs to f (Al) from NIS 
channels for the OTAT Function. This change is acceptable because the OTAT 
Functions receive inputs for the f (Al) portion of the equation from the Power Range 
channels. This SR requires an accurate comparison and possible adjustment of the 

Power Range channels to the incore measurements so that the f (Al) can be 
determined for the OTAT Function.. Seventy two hours needed to obtain stable plant 
conditions, determine new top and bottom moveable incore detector settings (required 
after refueling to obtain accurate incore data), obtain the flux map data, analyze the 
first flux map, and perform the Surveillance using the map results. Analysis of the 
first flux map after refueling takes additional time to verify flux map design inputs, to 
perform checks such as verification of core loading, and to adjust for the deep rod 
insertion during the map. The change is classified as more restrictive because an 
additional Surveillance Requirement is added to the current requirements.  

REMOVED DETAIL CHANGES 

LA. 1 (Type 3 - Removing Procedural Details.for Meeting TS Requirements and Related 

Reporting Problems) CTS Surveillance Requirement 4.3.1.1.2 requires the RTS trip /TA•
functions to be response time tested. This requirement includes the following, 3?1-2ý

"Response of the neutron flux signal portion of the channel time shall be measured x S 

from the detector output or input of the first electronic component in the channel." 
ITS SR 3.3.1.16 requires RESPONSE TIME testing of the RTS functions. This 
changes the CTS by moving the descriptive wording from the Specifications to the 
ITS Bases.  

The removal of these details for performing surveillance requirements from the 
Technical Specifications is acceptable because this type of information is not
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necessary to be included in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate 

protection of public health and safety. The descriptive information does not provide a 4-.ri 

limit that must be controlled by the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36. The ITS still 3. I125 

retains the requirement to perform RESPONSE TIME TESTING. Also, this change is 12 

acceptable because these types of procedural details will be adequately controlled in 

the ITS Bases. Changes to the Bases are controlled by the Technical Specification Rr•.L 

Bases Control Program in Chapter 5. This program provides for the evaluation of 3.3.1-2 

changes to ensure the Bases are properly controlled. This change is designated as a Ps 

less restrictive removal of detail change because procedural details for meeting 

Technical Specification requirements are being removed from the Technical 

Specifications.  

LA.2 (Type I - Removing Details of System Design and System Description, Including 

Design Limits) CTS 3.3.1.1 requires two Source Range channels be OPERABLE in 

MODE 2 ". The note " states that the high voltage to detector may be de-energized 

above P-6. ITS requirement for the Source Range channel state that two channels 

must be OPERABLE in MODE 2(d). Note (d) specifies, "Below the P-6 (Intermediate 

Range Neutron Flux) interlock" and maintains the intent of the CTS requirement.  

This changes the CTS by moving the allowance that the high voltage detector may be 

de-energized above P-6 from the Specifications to the ITS Bases.  

The removal of these details, which are related to system design, from the Technical 

Specifications, is acceptable because this type of information is not necessary to be 

included in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public 

health and safety. The ITS still retains the requirements for the Source Range 

channels to be OPERABLE as assumed by the safety analyses. Also, this change is 

acceptable because the removed information will be adequately controlled in the ITS 

Bases. Changes to the Bases are controlled by the Technical Specification Bases 

Control Program in Chapter 5. This program provides for the evaluation of changes 

to ensure the Bases are properly controlled. This change is designated as a less 

restrictive removal of detail change because information relating to system design is 

being removed from the Technical Specifications.  

LA.3 (Type 2 - Removing Descriptions of System Operation) Reactor Trip System 

Interlocks or "P" functions are required to be OPERABLE in CTS Table 3.3-1. These 

functions are designated as P-6, P-7, P-8, P-10, and P-13. Descriptive information is 

contained in the Condition, Function, and Setpoint columns for the interlocks. ITS 

3.3.1 does not include this information in the Specifications. This changes the CTS 

by moving the information from the Specifications to the ITS Bases.  

The removal of these details, which are related to system operation, from the 

Technical Specifications, is acceptable because this type of information is not 

necessary to be included in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate 

protection of public health and safety. The ITS still retains the requirements to 

maintain the P functions OPERABLE as assumed in the safety analyses. Also, this 

change is acceptable because the removed information will be adequately controlled 
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-26 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC LA.4 

NRC RAI: Comment: LA.4 applies to CTS Note (10). Note (10) is not moved to the 
Bases for SR 3.3.1.2 as stated. Provide a citation, giving the location for Note (10) in 
ITS Bases.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC LA.4 has been modified to 
identify that ITS SR 3.3.1.14 Bases contain the relocated information.  

Additional Response: DOC LA.4 is modified by stating: "The descriptive information to 
be moved is: CTS Note 8'. . shall independently verify the OPERABILITY of the 
undervoltage and shunt trip circuits for the Manual Reactor Trip Function. The test shall 
also verify the OPERABILITY of the Bypass Breaker trip circuit(s).' CTS Note 10 
'Automatic undervoltage trip.' CTS Note 11 '. . shall independently verify the 
OPERABILITY of the undervoltage and shunt trip attachment of the Reactor Trip 
Breaker.' This information is contained in the Bases sections for SR 3.3.1.4 and SR 
3.3.1.14." The justification of DOC LA.4 is also changed to include the following: "The 
descriptive information does not contain any required limits. The ITS retains the 
necessary surveillance requirements to ensure the safety functions' OPERABILITY that 
is required by 10 CFR 50.36." The descriptive information of CTS Notes 8 and 10 were 
incorporated in the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.1.14. The descriptive information of CTS Note 
11 was incorporated in ITS SR 3.3.1.4 Bases.
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in the ITS Bases. Changes to the Bases are controlled by the Technical Specification 
Bases Control Program in Chapter 5. This program provides for the evaluation of 
changes to ensure the Bases are properly controlled. This change is designated as a 
less restrictive removal of detail change because information relating to system 
operation is being removed from the Technical Specifications.  

LA.4 (Type 1 - Removing Details of System Design and System Description, Including Aty
Design Limits) CTS Table 4.3-1 contains surveillance requirements with Notes which -3. -iZ-,2 
provide information on the undervoltage and shunt trip circuits testing of the Reactor -Rs" 
Trip Breakers (RTBs) and for the RTB bypass breakers in testing the automatic 
undervoltage trip during CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. The descriptive 
information to be moved is: CTS Note 8 ".. shall independently verify the 
OPERABILITY of the undervoltage and shunt trip circuits for the Manual Reactor 
Trip Function. The test shall also verify the OPERABILITY of the Bypass Breaker 
trip circuit(s)." CTS Note 10 "Automatic undervoltage trip." CTS Note 11 ". . shall 
independently verify the OPERABILITY of the undervoltage and shunt trip 
attachment of the Reactor Trip Breaker." This information is contained in the Bases 
sections for SR 3.3.1.4 and SR 3.3.1.14. ITS retains the necessary SRs for the RTB D 
and bypass RTB to be OPERABLE. This changes the CTS by moving the descriptive 
information from the Specifications to the ITS Bases.  

The removal of these details, which are related to system design, from the Technical 
Specifications, is acceptable because this type of information is not necessary to be 
included in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public 
health and safety. The descriptive information does not contain any required limits.  
The ITS retains the necessary surveillance requirements to ensure the safety 

functions' OPERABILITY that is required by 10 CFR 50.36. Also, this change is 
acceptable because the removed information will be adequately controlled in the ITS 
Bases. Changes to the Bases are controlled by the Technical Specification Bases 
Control Program in Chapter 5. This program provides for the evaluation of changes 
to ensure the Bases are properly controlled. This change is designated as a less 
restrictive removal of detail change because information relating to system design is 
being removed from the Technical Specifications.  

LA.5 (Type 5 - Removal of Cycle-Specific Parameter Limits from the Technical 
Specifications to the Core Operating Limits Report) CTS Table 2.2-1 for the Limiting 
Safety System Settings states the formulas for Overtemperature and Overpower AT 
functions. ITS 3.3.1 in Table 3.3.1 - I lists the formulas for the Overtemperature and 
Overpower AT functions with a reference in each that the specific variables are 
contained in the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR). This changes the CTS by 
relocating specific parameters for the Overtemperature and Overpower AT functions 
from the Technical Specifications to the COLR.  

The removal of these cycle-specific parameter limits from the Technical 
Specifications and their relocation into the COLR is acceptable because these limits 
are developed or utilized under NRC-approved methodologies. The NRC
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-27 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC LA.13 

NRC RAI: Comment #1- There is an apparent mismatch with CTS markup pages. A.13 
is not applicable to Quarterly SR for Intermediate Range Neutron Flux Monitors, 
whereas R(13) CTS CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing requirements are applicable and 
these changes are not evaluated in LA. 13.  

Response: The Company agrees with Comment 1. DOC LA.13 has been modified to 
address the Source and Intermediate range testing requirements associated with the 
refueling tests.  

Additional response: DOC LA. 13 is modified with the following insert into the second 
paragraph: "The requirement of obtaining and evaluating the detector plateau curves 
does not provide any limit that requires control under 10 CFR 50.36 requirements.  
Therefore, the Bases of SR 3.3.1.11 provides an appropriate location for this 
requirement."
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LA. 11 (Type 3 - Removing Procedural Details for Meeting TS Requirements and Related 
Reporting Problems) The CTS lists in Tables 2.2-1 and 3.3-1 Allowable Values and 
Trip Setpoints. ITS 3.3.1 does not specify the Trip Setpoints. This changes the CTS 
by moving the Trip Setpoint from the Specifications to the Technical Requirements 
Manual (TRM).  

The removal of these details for performing actions from the Technical Specifications 
is acceptable because this type of information is not necessary to be included in the 
Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public health and safety.  
The ITS still retains the Allowable Values to ensure the functions are maintained 
within design limits assumed by the safety analyses. Also, this change is acceptable 
because these types of procedural details will be adequately controlled in TRM. Any 
changes to the TRM are made under 10 CFR 50.59, which ensures changes are 
properly evaluated. This change is designated as a less restrictive removal of detail 
change because procedural details for meeting Technical Specification requirements 
are being removed from the Technical Specifications.  

LA.12 (Type 3 - Removing Procedural Details for Meeting TS Requirements and Related 
Reporting Problems) CTS surveillance requirement listed in Table 4.3-1 for the 
reactor bypass breaker states a Frequency of "M (9)." This requires the monthly 
testing of the bypass breaker in conjunction the RTS testing. Note 9 states, "Local 
manual shunt trip the reactor trip bypass breaker immediately after placing the bypass 
breaker into service, but prior to commencing reactor trip system testing or reactor 
trip breaker maintenance." ITS 3.3.1.4 is required to be performed on the RTB 
bypass breaker every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This test would be 
required when the associated train of RTS is tested or that train RTB requires 
maintenance. This changes the CTS by moving the note from the Specifications to the 
ITS Bases.  

The removal of these details for performing actions from the Technical Specifications 
is acceptable because this type of information is not necessary to be included in the 
Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public health and safety.  
The ITS still retains the requirement to test the RTB bypass whenever the breaker is 
required to be OPERABLE. Also, this change is acceptable because these types of 
procedural details will be adequately controlled in the ITS Bases. Changes to the 
Bases are controlled by the Technical Specification Bases Control Program in 
Chapter 5. This program provides for the evaluation of changes to ensure the Bases 
are properly controlled. This change is designated as a less restrictive removal of 

detail change because procedural details for meeting Technical Specification 
requirements are being removed from the Technical Specifications.  

LA. 13 (Type 3 - Removing Procedural Details for Meeting TS Requirements and Related MIg•I 
Reporting Problems) CTS Table 4.3-1 states in Note 13 to the Intermediate Range 5.3,1-27 
Surveillance Requirements that the detector plateau curves shall be obtained and 
evaluated on an R (refueling) Frequency. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 states Function 4
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Intermediate Range that SR 3.3.1.11 is required. This changes the CTS by moving the Me 1-061 

requirement for performing detector plateau curves from the Specification to the ITS 

Bases. RIe 

The removal of these details for performing actions from the Technical Specifications 

is acceptable because this type of information is not necessary to be included in the 

Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public health and safety.  

The requirement of obtaining and evaluating the detector plateau curves does not A+L 

provide any limit that requires control under 10 CFR 50.36 requirements. Therefore, 3,3.i-2 7 

the Bases of SR 3.3.1.11 provides an appropriate location for this requirement. The R12

ITS still retains the surveillance requirement to maintain the Intermediate Range 

channels OPERABLE.. Also, this change is acceptable because these types of 

procedural details will be adequately controlled in the ITS Bases. Changes to the 

Bases are controlled by the Technical Specification Bases Control Program in Chapter 

5. This program provides for the evaluation of changes to ensure the Bases are 

properly controlled. This change is designated as a less restrictive removal of detail 

change because procedural details for meeting Technical Specification requirements 

are being removed from the Technical Specifications.  

LA.14 (Type 1 - Removing Details of System Design and System Description, Including 

Design Limits) CTS Table 2.2-1 states the Allowable Value for Function 1 

Pressurizer Water Level - High is "93 % of instrument span." ITS Table 3.3.1-1 lists 

the Allowable Value for Function 9 Pressurizer Water Level - High is "93%." This 

changes the CTS by moving a portion of the requirement "of instrument span," from 

the specifications to the UFSAR.  

The removal of these details, which are related to system design, from the Technical 

Specifications is acceptable because this type of information is not necessary to be 

included in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public 

health and safety. The ITS retains the Allowable Value for the Pressurizer Water 

Level - High Function to be 93%. Also, this change is acceptable because the 

removed information will be adequately controlled in the UFSAR. The UFSAR is 

controlled under 10 CFR 50.59, which ensures changes are properly evaluated. This 

change is designated as a less restrictive removal of detail change because 

information relating to system design is being removed from the Technical 

Specifications.  

LA.15 (7ype I - Removing Details of System Design and System Description, Including 

Design Limits) CTS Table 3.3-1 for Reactor Trip System (RTS) instrumentation has 

three columns stating various requirements for each function. These columns are 

labeled, "TOTAL NO. OF CHANNELS," "CHANNELS TO TRIP," and 

"MINIMUM CHANNELS OPERABLE." ITS Table 3.3.1-1 states the channel 

requirement for each RTS function as, "REQUIRED CHANNELS." This changes 

the CTS by stating all of the channel requirements for each function as the required
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ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-28 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L. 1 

NRC RAI: Comment: Provide discussion of change justification for Applicability 
changes to CTS Note *, "one or more rods not inserted".  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC L.1 has been modified to 
address the "one or more rods not fully inserted." 

Additional Response: Adding the following modifies DOC L.1 second paragraph: "By 
fully inserting all control and shutdown rods and de-energizing the electrical power to the 
Control Rod Drive Mechanisms, the reactor is placed in a condition that achieves the 
same effect as opening the reactor trip breakers. Either action ensures the reactor is 
shutdown with adequate controls to maintain the reactor in a subcritical condition." This 

change will allow maintenance and testing of system components, when required.
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calculated with the application of Note 3 to Note 1. A portion of Note 1 states that the 

gains set for the equation are selected based on measured instrument response 

obtained during plant startup testing. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Function 6 requires the OTAT 

Allowable Value to be calculated via the formula stated in ITS Note 1. Note 1 in the 

ITS combines the CTS Notes 1 and 3 with modifications. ITS Note 1 does not contain 

the requirement "with gains to be selected based on measured instrument response 

during plant startup tests. . ." This changes the CTS by moving the information of the fls.7 

gain selection from the specification to the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). M r6/2 

The removal of these details for performing actions from the Technical Specifications Ke 

is acceptable because this type of information is not necessary to be included in the %S,05-7 

Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public health and safety. R5, 

The ITS still retains the requirement for calculating OTAT Allowable Value in the 

specification. Also, this change is acceptable because these types of procedural details 

will be adequately controlled in the TRM. Any changes to the TRM are made under 

10 CFR 50.59, which ensures changes are properly evaluated. This change is 

designated as a less restrictive removal of detail change because procedural details for 

meeting Technical Specification requirements are being removed from the Technical 

Specifications.  

LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

L. 1 (Category 4 - Relaxation of Required Action) CTS Table 3.3-1 requires for various 

functions that Action 15 be entered for an inoperable channel in MODES 3*, 4*, and 

5*. Note * states, "With the reactor trip system breakers in the closed position and 

the control rod drive system capable of rod withdrawal." Action 15 states that an 

inoperable channel shall be returned to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or open 

the Reactor Trip Breakers (RTBs) within the next hour. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 for these 

functions requires ITS Action C to be entered. Action C states with one channel or 

train inoperable, restore the function to OPERABLE status in 48 hours or initiate 

action to fully insert all rods. The Rod Control System must be placed in a condition 

incapable of rod withdrawal within the next hour. The applicable MODES or other 

specified conditions for MODES 3, 4, and 5 are modified by Note (a). Note (a) states, ItU 

"With Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal or one or more rods not fully "3,•,.-22 

inserted." This changes the CTS by not requiring the RTBs to be opened but allowing Kz" 

an alternative action to disable the Rod Control System.  

This change is acceptable because the Required Actions are used to establish remedial 

measures that must be taken in response to the degraded conditions in order to 

minimize risk associated with continued operation while providing time to repair 

inoperable features. The Required Actions are consistent with safe operation under 

the specified Condition, considering the OPERABLE status of the redundant systems 

or features. This includes the capacity and capability of remaining systems or 

features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement, and the low probability of a 

DBA occurring during the repair period. The actuation of the remaining OPERABLE
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channel will be able to generate the safety function. This change alters the 
Applicability by the change in Required Actions. By fully inserting all control and Ps ;3. 
shutdown rods and de-energizing the electrical power to the Control Rod Drive / a 
Mechanisms, the reactor is placed in a condition that achieves the same effect as 

opening the reactor trip breakers. Either action ensures the reactor is shutdown with 
adequate controls to maintain the reactor in a subcritical condition. This change is 
designated as less restrictive because less stringent Required Actions are being 
applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.2 (Category 4 - Relaxation of Required Action) CTS 3.3.1.1 requires for an inoperable 
Power Range channel that Action 2 be entered. This Action requires the inoperable 
channel to be placed in trip within 72 hours, and both the THERMAL POWER <75 
% and the Power Range Neutron Flux trip setpoint < 85 % within the next 4 hours.  
The Action also provides an alternate option to reducing power and decreasing the 
trip setpoints. The option requires the channel to be placed in trip within 72 hours 
and the performance of a QPTR measurement every 12 hours. ITS 3.3.1 Condition 
D. 1 requires for one Power Range Neutron Flux - High channel inoperable, the 
channel will be placed in trip within 72 hours and the THERMAL POWER will be 
reduced to < 75 % within the next 6 hours. An alternative to this requirement is to 
place the channel in trip and perform a QPTR every 12 hours. This changes the CTS 
requirements by eliminating the requirement to reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux 
trip setpoint to < 85 % within 78 hours.  

This change is acceptable because the Required Actions are used to establish remedial 
measures that must be taken in response to the degraded conditions in order to 
minimize risk associated with continued operation while providing time to repair 
inoperable features. The Required Actions are consistent with safe operation under 
the specified Condition, considering the OPERABLE status of the redundant systems 
or features. This includes the capacity and capability of remaining systems or 
features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement, and the low probability of a 
DBA occurring during the repair period. The resetting of the power range high flux 
trip setpoints to < 85% RTP would increase the potential for an inadvertent reactor 
trip and does not provide significant additional assurance of safety. This change is 
designated as less restrictive because less stringent Required Actions are being 
applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.3 (Category 4 - Relaxation of Required Action) CTS 3.3.1.1 Action 2 provides an 
option to reduce power and decrease the trip setpoints when a Power Range channel is PAT 
inoperable. The option requires the channel to be placed in trip within 72 hours or a 3,3,
QPTR measurement is performed every twelve hours. ITS 3.3.1 Required Action D.2 
maintains the requirement for placing the channel in trip and performing the QPTR 
measurement. A Note is added to Required Action D.2.2 that allows the Power 
Range channel to be considered OPERABLE, for the purpose of calculating the 
QPTR, if the portion of the channel continues to provide the necessary input for the
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3.3.1-29 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.3 

NRC RAI: Comment: DOC L.3 states, "If the portion of the Power Range channel input 
to QPTR is not OPERABLE, a flux map using the incore system must be performed." 
Add discussion about changes that result from addition of the D.2.2 allowance "Only 
required to be performed...." to ITS.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC L.3 has been modified to 
address the added discussion.  

Additional Response: DOC L.3 is modified in the second paragraph by adding the 
following: "The CTS requires the performance of a flux map anytime a Power Range 
channel become inoperable without exception. The ITS requires the performance of a 
flux map only when a Power Range channel has lost the capability to correctly input into 
the QPTR calculation. The ITS requirements continue to require all safety functions to be 
OPERABLE or be appropriately tested. The ITS allows the reliance on a Power Range 
channel that is fully OPERABLE for QPTR, where the CTS does not provide this 
allowance and always requires a flux map to be performed for a Power Range channel 
that could be OPERABLE for determining an accurate QPTR."
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channel will be able to generate the safety function. This change alters the 
Applicability by the change in Required Actions. By fully inserting all control and 
shutdown rods and de-energizing the electrical power to the Control Rod Drive A a 
Mechanisms, the reactor is placed in a condition that achieves the same effect as 
opening the reactor trip breakers. Either action ensures the reactor is shutdown with 
adequate controls to maintain the reactor in a subcritical condition. This change is 
designated as less restrictive because less stringent Required Actions are being ___ 

applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.2 (Category 4 - Relaxation of Required Action) CTS 3.3.1.1 requires for an inoperable 
Power Range channel that Action 2 be entered. This Action requires the inoperable 
channel to be placed in trip within 72 hours, and both the THERMAL POWER <75 
% and the Power Range Neutron Flux trip setpoint < 85 % within the next 4 hours.  
The Action also provides an alternate option to reducing power and decreasing the 
trip setpoints. The option requires the channel to be placed in trip within 72 hours 
and the performance of a QPTR measurement every 12 hours. ITS 3.3.1 Condition 
D.1 requires for one Power Range Neutron Flux - High channel inoperable, the 
channel will be placed in trip within 72 hours and the THERMAL POWER will be 
reduced to < 75 % within the next 6 hours. An alternative to this requirement is to 
place the channel in trip and perform a QPTR every 12 hours. This changes the CTS 
requirements by eliminating the requirement to reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux 
trip setpoint to < 85 % within 78 hours.  

This change is acceptable because the Required Actions are used to establish remedial 
measures that must be taken in response to the degraded conditions in order to 
minimize risk associated with continued operation while providing time to repair 
inoperable features. The Required Actions are consistent with safe operation under 
the specified Condition, considering the OPERABLE status of the redundant systems 
or features. This includes the capacity and capability of remaining systems or 
features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement, and the low probability of a 
DBA occurring during the repair period. The resetting of the power range high flux 
trip setpoints to < 85% RTP would increase the potential for an inadvertent reactor 
trip and does not provide significant additional assurance of safety. This change is 
designated as less restrictive because less stringent Required Actions are being 
applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.3 (Categor, 4 - Relaxation of Required Action) CTS 3.3.1.1 Action 2 provides an 
option to reduce power and decrease the trip setpoints when a Power Range channel is PA" 
inoperable. The option requires the channel to be placed in trip within 72 hours or a 33,1
QPTR measurement is performed every twelve hours. ITS 3.3.1 Required Action D.2 
maintains the requirement for placing the channel in trip and performing the QPTR 
measurement. A Note is added to Required Action D.2.2 that allows the Power 
Range channel to be considered OPERABLE, for the purpose of calculating the 
QPTR, if the portion of the channel continues to provide the necessary input for the
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QPTR calculation. This modifies the CTS by allowing the Power Range to be 

considered OPERABLE, for the purposes of QPTR calculation, if the channel ga 

continues to provide a valid signal to determine the power distribution. This changes •.,i-Zj 

the CTS by allowing an action that is not contained in the CTS.  

This change is acceptable because the Required Actions are used to establish remedial 

measures that must be taken in response to the degraded conditions in order to 

minimize risk associated with continued operation while providing time to repair 

inoperable features. The Required Actions are consistent with safe operation under 

the specified Condition, considering the OPERABLE status of the redundant systems 

or features. This includes the capacity and capability of remaining systems or 

features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement, and the low probability of a 

DBA occurring during the repair period. The allowance provided by Required Action 

D.2.2 Note, "Only required to be performed when the Power Range Neutron Flux 

input to QPTR is inoperable," assumes Power Range function for determining QPTR 

remains OPERABLE. The Power Range function for determining QPTR is assumed 

inoperable in all cases in the CTS. The CTS requires the performance of a flux map 

anytime a Power Range channel become inoperable without exception. The ITS Of 

requires the performance of a flux map only when a Power Range channel has lost the , " 

capability to correctly input into the QPTR calculation. The ITS requirements 

continue to require all safety functions to be OPERABLE or be appropriately tested. R r2.  

The ITS allows the reliance on a Power Range channel that is fully OPERABLE for 

QPTR, where the CTS does not provide this allowance and always requires a flux 

map to be performed for a Power Range channel that could be OPERABLE for 

determining an accurate QPTR. The Power Range channel may continue to provide 

the required signal for QPTR calculations on a loss of indication from the channel. If 

the portion of the Power Range channel input to QPTR is not OPERABLE, a flux 

map using the incore system must be performed. This change is designated as less 

restrictive because less stringent Required Actions are being applied in the ITS than 

were applied in the CTS.  

L.4 (Category 4 - Relaxation of Required Action) CTS 3.3.1.1 Functional Unit 5, Neutron 

Flux Intermediate Range channels, in Table 3.3-1 states the Applicability for the 

instruments as Modes I#"" and 2. The #" requires the channels to be OPERABLE, 

"Below the P-10 (Power Range Neutron Flux) setpoint." If a channel becomes 

inoperable, Action 3 must be entered. CTS Action 3.b states with an inoperable 

Intermediate Range channel above P-6 but below P-10 restore the inoperable channel 

to OPERABLE status prior to increasing THERMAL POWER above the P-10 

setpoint. CTS Action 3.c allows continued operation with an inoperable Intermediate 

Range channel if THERMAL POWER is greater than P-10. ITS 3.3.1 Function 4 

Intermediate Range Neutron Flux in Table 3.3.1-1 lists the Applicable Modes or other 

specified conditions as MODE 1 (b) and 2(c). The superscript letters for the MODES 

denote the specified conditions. The Intermediate Range channels are required to be 

OPERABLE whenever reactor power is between MODE 2(c) (Intermediate Range 

Neutron Flux interlock, P-6) and MODE 1 (b) (the Power Range Neutron Flux
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3.3.1-30 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.5 

NRC RAI: Comment: Add discussion to DOC L.5 providing a comparison of actions 
required by CTS to the actions proposed in ITS Condition G.  

Response: The Company agrees with the Comment. DOC L.5 has been modified to 
justify the proposed change.  

Additional Response: DOC L.5 is modified by the addition of the following: "The 
reactivity of the reactor is determined by the performance of a Shutdown Margin 
calculation to ensure it is maintained in a subcritical condition. The ITS requires the 
actions of precluding positive reactivity additions and reducing power. These remedial 
actions are for safe operation." DOC L.5 is modified by the deletion of the following: 
"The Intermediate Range channels provide the necessary redundant protection feature 
to transition from the Source Range channels to the Power Range channels for a reactor 
start up."
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interlock, P-10). If an Intermediate Range channel becomes inoperable when reactor 
power is between P-6 and P-10, either ITS Required Actions F.1 or F.2 must be met.  
Required Action F.1 states that THERMAL POWER must be reduced to < P-6 within 
24 hours. Required Action F.2 requires that THERMAL POWER be increased to > 
P-10 within 24 hours. This changes the CTS by allowing the reactor power to be 
increased to > P-10 (approximately 10% RTP) with an inoperable Intermediate Range 
channel with reactor power above the P-6 setpoint. This also changes the MODES of 
Applicability from MODE 1 *: and 2 to specific values of the Power Range and 
Intermediate Range interlocks (P-10 and P-6).  

This change is acceptable because the Required Actions-are used to establish remedial 
measures that must be taken in response to the degraded conditions in order to 
minimize risk associated with continued operation while providing time to repair 
inoperable features. The Required Actions are consistent with safe operation under 
the specified Condition, considering the OPERABLE status of the redundant systems 
or features. This includes the capacity and capability of remaining systems or 
features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement, and the low probability of a 
DBA occurring during the repair period. Above P-10, the Power Range channels 
provide the required protection, and below P-6, the Source Range channels provide 
the necessary protection function. Two hours is a reasonable period of time to allow 
for a slow and controlled power adjustment, with the OPERABLE Intermediate 
Range channel continuing to provide the required protection. This change is 
designated as less restrictive because less stringent Required Actions are being 
applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.5 (Category 4 - Relaxation of Required Action) CTS Table 3.3-1 Functional Unit 5 
Neutron Flux Intermediate Range channels states if a channel becomes inoperable 
Action 3 must be entered. CTS Action 3.a states that when below P-6 restore the 
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status prior to increasing THERMAL POWER 
above the P-6 setpoint. CTS Action 3.b states with an inoperable Intermediate Range 
channel above P-6 but below P-10 restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE 
status prior to increasing THERMAL POWER above P-10. No allowance is provided 
for two inoperable channels, therefore LCO 3.0.3 must be entered in this condition.  
ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Function 4 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux states that Action G R5 
must be entered for two inoperable channels. ITS Action G states, "Two Intermediate 
Range channels inoperable," Required Actions G.A and G.2 must be completed.  
Required Action G.l states, "Suspend operations involving positive reactivity 
additions." Required Action G.2 states, "Reduce THERMAL POWER < P-6," within 
2 hours. A Note modifies the Required Actions that states "Limited plant cooldown or 
boron dilution is allowed provided the change is accounted for in the calculated 
SDM." This changes the CTS by allowing Required Actions with two Intermediate 
Range channels inoperable that are not currently allowed.  

This change is acceptable because the Required Actions are used to establish remedial 
measures that must be taken in response to the degraded conditions in order to
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minimize risk associated with continued operation while providing time to repair 
inoperable features. The Required Actions are consistent with safe operation under ,. 1-3, 

the specified Condition, considering the OPERABLE status of the redundant systems a6

or features. This includes the capacity and capability of remaining systems or 

features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement, and the low probability of a 

DBA occurring during the repair period. The proposed Action precludes a power level 

increase and allows a reasonable period of time for a slow and controlled power 

adjustment with no Intermediate Range channels OPERABLE status. The reactivity /XZ 

of the reactor is determined by the performance of a Shutdown Margin calculation to 33,14 

ensure it is maintained in a subcritical condition. The ITS requires the actions of 91T

precluding positive reactivity additions and reducing power. These remedial actions 

are for safe operation. This change is designated as less restrictive because less 

stringent Required Actions are being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.6 (Category 7 - Relaxation Of Surveillance Frequency) CTS Table 4.3-1 lists for the 

Power Range Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range channels, the surveillance 

requirements for a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST (CFT). The Frequency of the 

CFT for these functions is S/U (1). S/U requires the surveillance must be performed 

prior to a reactor startup. Note (1) states, "If not performed in previous 31 days." The 

Source and Intermediate Ranges additionally require a quarterly test to be performed 

(Q (12)). Note (12) states, "Quarterly Surveillance in MODE 3*, 4*, and 5* shall also 

include verification that Permissives P-6 and P-10 are in their required state for 

existing plant conditions by observation of the permissive annunciator window." The 3.3jfr-31 

movement of the phrase, "by observation of the permissive annunciator window," is R 

addressed by DOC LA.6. The deletion of quarterly surveillance in MODES 3*, 4*, 

and 5* is addressed by DOC L.10. The movement of the verification of Permissives 

P-6 and P-10 is addressed by DOC A.29. ITS SR 3.3.1.8 for the Source, Intermediate, 

and Power Range Neutron Flux Low Setpoint channels require a CHANNEL 

OPERATIONAL TEST (COT) to be performed every 92 days. Additionally, a COT 

must be performed for these instrument channels prior to reactor startup if not KAI 

performed within the previous 92 days. The COT must be performed for the Source 3-3.1 

Range within 4 hours after reducing power below the P-6 setpoint and the Power -21,33 

Range Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range channels must perform the COT within 

12 hours after power is reduced below the P-10 setpoint. This changes the CTS by 

allowing 4 hours for the Source Range and 12 hours for the Power and Intermediate 

Ranges to perform the required test after entry into the applicable MODES or other 

specified conditions.  

The purpose of ITS SR Frequency allowances is to provide a reasonable period of 

time that the SR may be performed on the required instrumentation channels upon 

entering the MODE of applicability. These tests cannot be performed prior to the 

MODE of applicability because the reactor must be reducing power below the P-IO 1. -.I-3/ 

interlock in order to achieve this condition. This is not a predictable occurrence. The te12

results of performing the surveillance requirement are normally found to be
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3.3.1-31 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.6 

NRC RAI: 
Comment #1 - PRNF channels (low setpoint) do not require a quarterly CFT as 
discussed above.  

Comment #2 - DOC L.6 states "This change is acceptable because the new 

Surveillance Frequency has been evaluated to ensure that it provides an acceptable 

level of equipment reliability." Provide documentation to show the specific results from 

the evaluation for the surveillance test extensions, the 4-hour completion time allowance 

to perform Source Range Neutron Monitor COT, and the 12-hour completion time 

allowance to perform the Intermediate Range Neutron Monitor COT.  

Comment #3 - Provide DOC discussion to justify the Intermediate Range Q (12) CTS 
test deletions.  

Comment #4 - Provide DOC discussions to justify the SR 3.3.1.8 requirement to include 

verification that interlocks P-6 and P-10 are in their required states.  

Response: 

The Company agrees with Comment 1. DOC L.6 has been modified to delete the 

reference Low setpoint quarterly CFT testing.  

In response to Comment 2, the following is provided. NUREG-1431 allows 4 hours for 

the source range and in the Bases for SR 3.3.1.8 states the following, ". . allows a 

normal shutdown to be completed and the unit removed from the MODE of Applicability 

for this surveillance without a delay to perform the testing required by this surveillance." 

The change to the NUREG -1431 as documented in approved TSTF - 242 provides the 

justification for the change from 4 to 12 hours for the power and intermediate range 

channels as, "A review of plant work history (including performance and verification) 

revealed that COTs on the power range and intermediate range instrumentation require 

1 to 2 hours per channel. This is consistent with the source range COT time allowance 

in SR 3.3.1.8, as 4 hours is given for a 2 channel system. However, the power range 

and intermediate range COTs consists of 6 channels and 4 hours isn't sufficient time to 

perform these COTs in a quality manner. Therefore, the time to perform these COTs is 

extended to 12 hours (2 hours per channel) to be consistent with the source range time 

allowance of 4 hours for 2 channels." 

The Company agrees with Comment 3. DOC L.6 has been modified to state that DOC 

L.10 address the justification to delete the IRNF required testing.



NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-31 (continued) 

The Company agrees with Comment 4. DOC A.29 has been added to address the SR 
3.3.1.8 requirement to verify that interlocks P-6 and P-10 are in their required states.  

In addition to the Comments listed above, the Company has removed the allowance of 
performing the required testing within 92 days of a reactor startup and returned to the 
CTS requirement of performing the surveillance within 31 days of a reactor startup. This 
should remove this change from the beyond scope classification.  

Additional Response: DOC L.6 is changed to add the following discussion to the 
second paragraph: "These tests cannot be performed prior to the MODE of applicability 
because the reactor must be reducing power below the P-1 0 interlock in order to achieve 
this condition. This is not a predictable occurrence. The results of performing the 
surveillance requirement are normally found to be satisfactory. The time required to 
perform these SRs is approximately 2 hours per channel. Therefore, the Power and 
Intermediate Range channels take approximately 12 hours." The DOC L.6 second 
paragraph next to the last sentence is also changed to the following: "These instruments 
will continue to be tested at a frequency to ensure each channel's OPERABILITY 
requirements. The required testing ensures the channels proper operation and its safety 
functions are OPERABLE as required by their design requirements."
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minimize risk associated with continued operation while providing time to repair Kal7 

inoperable features. The Required Actions are consistent with safe operation under ,. I-$• 
the specified Condition, considering the OPERABLE status of the redundant systems a 6" 
or features. This includes the capacity and capability of remaining systems or 
features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement, and the low probability of a 
DBA occurring during the repair period. The proposed Action precludes a power level 
increase and allows a reasonable period of time for a slow and controlled power 
adjustment with no Intermediate Range channels OPERABLE status. The reactivity le4Z 
of the reactor is determined by the performance of a Shutdown Margin calculation to 3314 

ensure it is maintained in a subcritical condition. The ITS requires the actions of il

precluding positive reactivity additions and reducing power. These remedial actions 
are for safe operation. This change is designated as less restrictive because less 
stringent Required Actions are being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.6 (Category 7 - Relaxation Of Surveillance Frequency) CTS Table 4.3-1 lists for the 
Power Range Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range channels, the surveillance 
requirements for a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST (CFr). The Frequency of the 
CFT for these functions is S/U (1). S/U requires the surveillance must be performed 
prior to a reactor startup. Note (1) states, "If not performed in previous 31 days." The 
Source and Intermediate Ranges additionally require a quarterly test to be performed 
(Q (12). Note (12) states, "Quarterly Surveillance in MODE 3*, 4*, and 5* shall also 
include verification that Permissives P-6 and P-10 are in their required state for IMI 

existing plant conditions by observation of the permissive annunciator window." The 3,3,t-31 
movement of the phrase, "by observation of the permissive annunciator window," is R 
addressed by DOC LA.6. The deletion of quarterly surveillance in MODES 3*, 4*, 
and 5* is addressed by DOC L. 10. The movement of the verification of Permissives 
P-6 and P-10 is addressed by DOC A.29. ITS SR 3.3.1.8 for the Source, Intermediate, 
and Power Range Neutron Flux Low Setpoint channels require a CHANNEL 
OPERATIONAL TEST (COT) to be performed every 92 days. Additionally, a COT 
must be performed for these instrument channels prior to reactor startup if not KT 

performed within the previous 92 days. The COT must be performed for the Source .

Range within 4 hours after reducing power below the P-6 setpoint and the Power 

Range Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range channels must perform the COT within 
12 hours after power is reduced below the P-10 setpoint. This changes the CTS by 
allowing 4 hours for the Source Range and 12 hours for the Power and Intermediate 
Ranges to perform the required test after entry into the applicable MODES or other 
specified conditons.  

The purpose of ITS SR Frequency allowances is to provide a reasonable period of 
time that the SR may be performed on the required instrumentation channels upon 
entering the MODE of applicability. These tests cannot be performed prior to the aAT 

MODE of applicability because the reactor must be reducing power below the P-10 7 ý. 1.1 31 

interlock in order to achieve this condition. This is not a predictable occurrence. The 912

results of performing the surveillance requirement are normally found to be
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satisfactory. The time required to perform these SRs is approximately 2 hours per 

channel. Therefore, the Power and Intermediate Range channels take approximately , 

12 hours. This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has been 

evaluated to ensure that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability. The 

Power Range Low Setpoint, Intermediate and Source Ranges through operating 

experience have shown to be reliable and usually satisfy the surveillance 

requirements. These instruments will continue to be tested at a frequency to ensure 

each channel's OPERABILITY requirements. The required testing ensures the 

channels proper operation and its safety functions are OPERABLE as required by 

their design requirements. This change is designated as less restrictive because 

Surveillances will be performed less frequently under the ITS than under the CTS.  

L.7 (Category 6 - Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria) Unit 2 

CTS surveillance requirements for the Power Range Neutron Flux High Setpoint are 

listed in Table 4.3-1: This requires the D (2) CHANNEL CALIBRATION test to be 

performed on the instrumentation channels. Note (2) states, "Heat balance only, above 

15 % of RATED THERMAL POWER. Adjust channel if absolute difference > 2 

percent." ITS SR 3.3.1.2 is required for the Power Range Neutron Flux High Setpoint 

every 24 hours. The SR is modified by Note 2 that states, "Adjust NIS channel if 

difference is greater than (-) 2%." This changes the CTS only requiring an adjustment 

of the Power Range channel if indicated power of the NIS channel is more than 2 % 

lower than the calculated power of the calorimetric.  

This change is acceptable because it has been determined that the relaxed 

Surveillance Requirement acceptance criteria are not necessary for verification that 

the equipment used to meet the LCO can perform its required functions. Operating 

experience has shown that adjustments of NIS channels down can create non

conservative trip setpoints for the Power Range channels. The elimination of the 

requirement to adjust the Power Range channels when they are above the calorimetric 

power is conservative. The decalibration of the Power Range channels usually occurs 

with adjustments at low power levels. The elimination of this portion of the 

requirement will preclude the decalibration of the channels. This change is 

designated as less restrictive because less stringent Surveillance Requirements are 

being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.8 (Category I - Relaxation of LCO Requirements) CTS requirements for RTS 

interlocks (P-6, P-8, P-10, and P-13) provide specific numbers for the Allowable 

Values. The Allowable Values for the P-7 function come from the requirements of 

P-10 and P-13. ITS requirements for these functions are provided with appropriate 

> or _ symbols to specifically state the limits for each RTS interlock value. This 

changes the CTS by allowing the values of the RTS interlocks to be set to a limit not 

currently allowed.  

This change is acceptable because the LCO requirements continue to ensure that the 

process variables are maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing 
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3.3.1-33 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.11 

NRC RAI: Comment: Provide a safety basis discussion for changing the SR to 92 days 
from 31 days.  

Response: The Company withdraws the proposed change and deletes L.1 1. This 
changes SR 3.3.1.8 Frequency Note to read "31 days." 

Additional Response: Re-instate and modify (shown in bold) DOC L.1 1 and modify L.6 
to change Frequency Note "Only required when not performed within previous 92 days." 

L.1 1 (Category 7 - Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency) CTS testing requirements 
listed in Table 4.3-1 require the Source, Intermediate, and Power Range 
channels to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at S/U (1). Note (1) 
states, "If not performed within the previous 31 days." ITS SRs for these ranges 
of instrumentation channels are listed as SR 3.3.1.7 and 3.3.1.8. The frequency 
of these SRs is 92 days. A Note in the Frequency column of SR 3.3.1.8 states, 
"Only required when not performed within previous 92 days." This changes the 
CTS requirement by increasing the time from 31 to 92 days for the required 
testing.  

This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has been 
evaluated to ensure that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability.  
This change is acceptable because the frequency of the routine testing is 92 
days. If the test has been performed within that period of time, the 
instrumentation channels are assumed to be OPERABLE. The CTS frequency 
for the performance of the testing changed from 31 days to 92 days with 
the issuance of Technical Specification amendments #221 (Unit 1) and #202 
(Unit 2). These TS amendments evaluated a change in the testing 
frequencies for the Source, Intermediate, and Power Range channels for 
the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST requirements and found that 92 days is 
an acceptable frequency to perform the required testing per WCAP - 10271.  
This change is designated as less restrictive because Surveillances will be 
performed less frequently under the ITS than under the CTS.  

L.6 second paragraph is modified to read, "These instruments will continue to be tested 
at a frequency to ensure each channel's OPERABILITY requirements. The required 

testing ensures the channels proper operation and its safety functions are OPERABLE 
as required by their design requirements."



RTS Instrumentation 
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.7 ------------------ NOTE--------------
Not required to be performed for source 
range instrumentation prior to entering 
MODE 3 from MODE 2 until 4 hours after 
entry into MODE 3.  

Perform COT. 92 days

SR 3.3.1.8 ------------------ NOTE---------------
This Surveillance shall include 
verification that interlocks P-6 and P-1O 
are in their required state for existing 
unit conditions.  

Perform COT.

------ NOTE ----
Only required 
when not 
performed wi thin 
previous 92 days 

Prior to reactor 
startup

AND 

Four hours after 
reducing power 
below P-6 for 
source range 
instrumentation 

AND

Twelve hours 
after reducing 
power below P-1O 
for power and 
intermediate 
range 
instrumentation

AND

Once per 92 days 
thereafter

Rev 12 (Draft 2), 02/04/02
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RTS Instrumentation B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.8 (continued) 

relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and 

non-Technical Specifications tests at least once per 

refueling interval with applicable extensions. The Frequency 
is modified by a Note that allows this surveillance to be 

satisfied if it has been performed within 92 days of the 

Frequencies prior to reactor startup and four hours after 
reducing power below P-1O and P-6. The Frequency of "prior to 

startup" ensures this surveillance is performed prior to 

critical operations and applies to the source, intermediate 
and power range low instrument channels. The Frequency of 

"12 hours after reducing power below P-1O" (applicable to 
intermediate and power range low channels) and "4 hours 

after reducing power below P-6" (applicable to source range 

channels) allows a normal shutdown to be completed and the 
unit removed from the MODE of Applicability for this 
surveillance without a delay to perform the testing required 
by this surveillance. The Frequency of every 92 days 
thereafter applies if the unit remains in the MODE of 
Applicability after the initial performances of prior to 

reactor startup and twelve and four hours after reducing 
power below P-1O or P-6, respectively. The MODE of 
Applicability for this surveillance is < P-10 for the power 

range low and intermediate range channels and < P-6 for the 

source range channels. Once the unit is in MODE 3, this 
surveillance is no longer required. If power is to be 
maintained < P-1O for more than 12 hours or < P-6 for more 

than 4 hours, then the testing required by this surveillance 
must be performed prior to the expiration of the time limit.

Twelve hours and four hours are reasonable times to complete 

the required testing or place the unit in a MODE where this 

surveillance is no longer required. This test ensures that 

the NIS source, intermediate, and power range low channels 

are OPERABLE prior to taking the reactor critical and after 

reducing power into the applicable MODE (< P-1O or < P-6) for 

periods > 12 and 4 hours, respectively. Verification of the 

surveillance is accomplished by observing the permissive 
annunciator windows on the Main Control board.  

SR 3.3.1.9 

SR 3.3.1.9 is a comparison of the excore channels to the 

incore channels based on analysis of a range of core flux 

distributions. If the measurements do not agree, the excore 

channels are not declared inoperable but must be adjusted 
(continued)

R5 

RAI 
MB 1433 
MB 1427 
R8 
3.3.1-39 
R5
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RTS Instrumentation 
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.3.1.8

Cho-A I 
PFAC.TIDA 41I 

Te~-r6

................... NOTE ...................  
This Surveillance shall include 
verification that interlocks P-6 and P-10 
are in their required state for existing 
unit conditions.  

Perform COT.

FREQUENCY
4

....NOTE•...  

Only required 
when not 
performed 
within previous 

Prior to 
reactor startup

433:.7j

hours 
after reducing 
power below 
P-I0 for power 
and 
intermediate I ! 
instrumentation "cTF: 

AND 
q Z 

Four hours 
after reducing 
power below P-6 
for source 
range 
instrumentation 

4
AND 

-CIý92 days 
thereafter

I _____________________________________________________
(continued)

Rev 1. 04/07/95
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued 

ptt 71I<

SR 3.3.1.8 

SR 3.3.1.8 is the performance of a COT as described in 
SR 3.3.1.7. except it is modified by a Note that this test 
shall include verifitation that the P-6 and P-10 interlocks T'V
are in their required state for the existing unit condition. q_.•0T- 1> •og 
The Frequency is modified by a Note that allows this 
surveillance to be satisfied if it has been performed within 

0j{9-2} ys of the Frequencies prior to reactor startup and 
"four hours after reducing power below P-10 and P-6. The 1,•' " 
Frequency of "prior to startup" ensures this surveillance is ,' 
performed prior to critical operations and applies to the 
source, intermediate and power range low instrument 
channels. The Frequency of "C hours after reducing power (• 
below P-1O" (applicable to intermediate and power range low 
channels) and "4 hours after reducing power below P-6" 
(applicable to source range channels) allows a normal 
shutdown to be completed and the unit removed from the MODE TsTF
of Applicability for this surveillance without a delay to 
perform the testing required by this surveillance. The 
Frequency of every 92 days thereafter applies if the! 
remains in the MODE of Applicability after the initi 
performances of prior to reactor startup and our hours -.  
after reducing power below P-10 or P-6. The MODE of_ _,,espec'I-wcA 
Applicability for this surveillance is-< F or the -Wwer 
range low and intermediate range channels and < P-6 for the 
source range channels. Once the unit is in MODE 3. this 
surveillance is no lonowegerr s Ito bef 4oe i to bre 
maintained < P-lO-or < P-6 for more than 4 hours, tnen the 

testing required by this surveillance must be performed 
prior to the expiration of the Z TimltW y our hours 

Jreasonable ti mPto complete the required te 
the unit in a MODE where this surveillance is no longer (', j•
required. This test ensures that the NIS source, 
intermediate, and power range low channels are OPERABLE 
prior to taking the reactor critical and after reducing gl 

pow inn he nnicable MD(<P.- 0 or < -6 for nerind_' _• • • 
> 4 hours. - • ' gr < .. - .... w. .. i ' .. •; ; • _• -

"SR 3.3.2 6, : 
SR 3.3.1. is the performance of a TADOT and is performed 20s, 

every 092tdays. as justified in Reference 7. 10

(continued)
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03-09-00

TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

NOTATION 

• _ iih the re tor trip system reaers clo -"i an Ihe ntro rod drive stem 

(caabil' withdra rý ,trip y$ ý 

• * PowertRanP1edLolSiwn intPowr • • flu,,1Flterlock) setplinV 
(Ve~~~low t ..l .. .... wr ýwL -. ~

,Z. 3.3, 1, 

S At II 

"l• toT 

"'f-•,. or 

,e5,q I.' ,f,

(1) 

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)-

If not performed in previou34 "I .'-L 
Heat balance only, above 15% of FATED THERMAL POWER.  

Compare incore to excore axial offset above :Vf5% of RATED THERMAL POWER.  

Adjust channel if absolute difference 2! 3 percent..

Manual ESF functional input check every 18 months.  

Each train or logic channel shall be tested at least eve ys on a STAGGERED 

TEST BASIS.

(6) - Neutron detectors may be excl.uded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

(7)- etheP-ar lnes.  

(8)- The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST/§ý>fl indepene .y yvenr iy

(9)- o a mman aa shunt trip the actor trip bypvss breaker i e iately after acing 
t p r cthe byp s breaker into s •'ice. but priort• commencinn ~eactor trip sys rn testin.  

0 ut rip rn er cfaitennc.  

(10)- utorptcunde aetri 

(11) - The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TES sha in-en tenty Ey rify the 

(Om o e undervolt e d shun ri attachm/nts of the R actor Tp 

(12)- uaher urvei e in o hall also include verification that 

Permissives P-6 and P-10 are in their required state for existing plant conditions by 

ýsai~iif th~e y-e a~nnunci~ator wi ow 

(13)- etc ateau c.drves shallA1d obtaine d ev ade he provisions of) 

Specificaii6n 4.0.4 are notpp icable.et in ode

NORTH ANNA - UNIT I 3/4 3-14 Amendment No. -1, -926,2 99, 
!21

A,%,

1A 

I A,012r

c�Ii�
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TAID 
TABLE 4.3-1 (CONTINUED)

03-09-00

NOTATION 

*- -it the reaor trip system reakers clo dand the co ol rod driv system 
Il "rod withdraw,. -"

***B- Belo -I0 (LToSetpoint Powl'ajng n Flux lnter k)-setpoil.

ek± 6k 3.3. t , t 

lia I est 

..3, 1. 

ýA 3,13 I. 11 

T b o0T-

(1) 

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5) -

If not performed in previous.3. l a ....  

Heat balance only, above, 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER.  
•T'u~' feec(2•e• :--o- p -S eE o

Compare incore to excore axial offset above 1% of RATED THERMAL POWER." 
Recalibrate if absolute difference 2! 3 percent.  

Manual ESF functional input check every 18 months' .0 10 

Each train or logic channel shall be tested at least every•o•TYS on a STAGGERED

1TES BAS1.

(6) - Neutron detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

(7)- eeiaP6e eutre et 

(8) - The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAallESendenntly vify

(9) - mnual shunt trip the reactor trip byipasybrakr imme iately after plying Sthe bypass bjaker into serv•-e, but prior to p6/mmencing re tor tiv s ste mCestir 

r 2reactor fip breaker maidtenance~f

ILA

(11) - The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST/shail independent verify the 
OPERA3ILITY of 1hndeýrvoltaged shunt trip atti ments of the actor Trip 

ers.L'T

A)ot -e k

(12)- • 4 3". 4* 5shall also include verification that 
Permissives P-6 and P- 10 are in their required state for existing plant conditions by 

-.._- ýervatiýhý Ite rperni-e.. ann • 

(13)- ete~c ate auc esshal "e obtaid and/evalu ýiei)The pro)*i;ions oDf 
p- I icat . . arro app icable ntry intpMode 2 o'.  

> -PI~-fL ,j - " - Ag . +;(

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2 3/4 3-14 

paLtI&0ý ,

Amendment No. 150, 197, ,-9, 
202

L



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

for existing plant conditions by observation of the permissive annunciator window." 

ITS SR 3.3.1.8 for the Source, Intermediate and Power Range Neutron Flux channels 

requires a COT be performed every 92 days. In addition, ITS SR 3.3.1.8 allows the 

COT to be performed within 12 hours after reducing power below P-10 for the Power 

and Intermediate ranges of instrumentation. The COT must be performed for the 

Source Range channels within 4 hours after reducing power below P-6. This changes 

the CTS by allowing Source Range channels to perform a COT within 4 hours after 

power is reduced below the P-6 and Intermediate and Power Ranges within 12 hours 

after power is reduced below P-10 setpoint.  

This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has been evaluated 

to ensure that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability. With the unit 

shutting down, the performance of the SRs prior to entering the applicable MODE 

would create a distraction for the operators from performing their primary function of 

operating the unit safety. The 4 hours for the Source Range and 12 hours for the 

Intermediate and Power Range channels are appropriate because of these instruments 

generally pass the required surveillance requirements. This change is designated as 

less restrictive because Surveillances will be performed less frequently under the ITS 

than under the CTS.  

L. 11 (Category 7 - Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency) CTS testing requirements listed 

in Table 4.3-1 require the Source, Intermediate, and Power Range channels to perform 

a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at S/U (1). Note (1) states, "If not performed 

within the previous 31 days." ITS SRs for these ranges of instrumentation channels 

are listed as SR 3.3.1.7 and 3.3.1.8. The frequency of these SRs is 92 days. A Note 

in the Frequency column of SR 3.3.1.8 states, "Only required when not performed 

within previous 92 days." This changes the CTS requirement by increasing the time 

from 31 to 92 days for the required testing.  

This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has been evaluated P, I?2 

to ensure that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability. This change is 

acceptable because the frequency of the routine testing is 92 days. If the test has been 

performed within that period of time, the instrumentation channels are assumed to be 

OPERABLE. The CTS frequency for the performance of the testing changed from 31 

days to 92 days with the issuance of Technical Specification amendments #221 (Unit 

1) and #202 (Unit 2). These TS amendments evaluated a change in the testing 

frequencies for the Source, Intermediate. and Power Range channels for the 

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TES] requirements and lound that 92 days is an 

acceptable frequency to perform the required testing per WCAP - 10271. This change 

is designated as less restrictive because Surveillances will be performed less 

frequently under the ITS than under the CTS.  

L.12 Not used. 1 -

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 35 Revision 12
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

minimize risk associated with continued operation while providing time to repair to 
inoperable features. The Required Actions are consistent with safe operation under 95.+3 

the specified Condition, considering the OPERABLE status of the redundant systems R 6" 
or features. This includes the capacity and capability of remaining systems or 
features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement, and the low probability of a 
DBA occurring during the repair period. The proposed Action precludes a power level 
increase and allows a reasonable period of time for a slow and controlled power 
adjustment with no Intermediate Range channels OPERABLE status. The reactivity /eZ 
of the reactor is determined by the performance of a Shutdown Margin calculation to 511, 
ensure it is maintained in a subcritical condition. The ITS requires the actions of 
precluding positive reactivity additions and reducing power. These remedial actions 
are for safe operation. This change is designated as less restrictive because less 
stringent Required Actions are being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.6 (Category 7 - Relaxation Of Surveillance Frequency) CTS Table 4.3-1 lists for the 
Power Range Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range channels, the surveillance 
requirements for a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST (CFI). The Frequency of the 
CFT for these functions is S/U (1). S/U requires the surveillance must be performed 
prior to a reactor startup. Note (1) states, "If not performed in previous 31 days." The 
Source and Intermediate Ranges additionally require a quarterly test to be performed 
(Q (12)). Note (12) states, "Quarterly Surveillance in MODE 3*, 4*, and 5* shall also 
include verification that Permissives P-6 and P-10 are in their required state for 
existing plant conditions by observation of the permissive annunciator window." The 3,3-•131 
movement of the phrase, "by observation of the permissive annunciator window," is "
addressed by DOC LA.6. The deletion of quarterly surveillance in MODES 3*, 4*, 
and 5* is addressed by DOC L. 10. The movement of the verification of Permissives 
P-6 and P-10 is addressed by DOC A.29. ITS SR 3.3.1.8 for the Source, Intermediate, 
and Power Range Neutron Flux Low Setpoint channels require a CHANNEL 
OPERATIONAL TEST (COT) to be performed every 92 days. Additionally, a COT 
must be performed for these instrument channels prior to reactor startup if not KAI 
performed within the previous 92 days. The COT must be performed for the Source 3-3.' 

Range within 4 hours after reducing power below the P-6 setpoint and the Power 

Range Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range channels must perlorm the COT within 
12 hours after power is reduced below the P-10 setpoint. This changes the CTS by 
allowing 4 hours for the Source Range and 12 hours for the Power and Intermediate 
Ranges to perform the required test after entry into the applicable MODES or other 
specified conditions.  

The purpose of ITS SR Frequency allowances is to provide a reasonable period of 
time that the SR may be performed on the required instrumentation channels upon 
entering the MODE of applicability. These tests cannot be performed prior to the 
MODE of applicability because the reactor must be reducing power below the P-10 1O-31 

interlock in order to achieve this condition. This is not a predictable occurrence. The k 2Z 

results of performing the surveillance requirement are normally found to be

North Anna Units I and 2 Page 32 Revision 12
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satisfactory. The time required to perform these SRs is approximately 2 hours per 

channel. Therefore, the Power and Intermediate Range channels take approximately 

12 hours. This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has been 

evaluated to ensure that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability. The 

Power Range Low Setpoint, Intermediate and Source Ranges through operating 

experience have shown to be reliable and usually satisfy the surveillance 

requirements. These instruments will continue to be tested at a frequency to ensure 

each channel's OPERABILITY requirements. The required testing ensures the 

channels proper operation and its safety functions are OPERABLE as required by 

their design requirements. This change is designated as less restrictive because 

Surveillances will be performed less frequently under the ITS than under the CTS.  

L.7 (Category 6 - Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria) Unit 2 

CTS surveillance requirements for the Power Range Neutron Flux High Setpoint are 

listed in Table 4.3-1- This requires the D (2) CHANNEL CALIBRATION test to be 

performed on the instrumentation channels. Note (2) states, "Heat balance only, above 

15 % of RATED THERMAL POWER. Adjust channel if absolute difference > 2 

percent." ITS SR 3.3.1.2 is required for the Power Range Neutron Flux High Setpoint 

every 24 hours. The SR is modified by Note 2 that states, "Adjust NIS channel if 

difference is greater than (-) 2%." This changes the CTS only requiring an adjustment 

of the Power Range channel if indicated power of the NIS channel is more than 2 % 

lower than the calculated power of the calorimetric.  

This change is acceptable because it has been determined that the relaxed 

Surveillance Requirement acceptance criteria are not necessary for verification that 

the equipment used to meet the LCO can perform its required functions. Operating 

experience has shown that adjustments of NIS channels down can create non

conservative trip setpoints for the Power Range channels. The elimination of the 

requirement to adjust the Power Range channels when they are above the calorimetric 

power is conservative. The decalibration of the Power Range channels usually occurs 

with adjustments at low power levels. The elimination of this portion of the 

requirement will preclude the decalibration of the channels. This change is 

designated as less restrictive because less stringent Surveillance Requirements are 

being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.8 (Category I - Relaxation of LCO Requirements) CTS requirements for RTS 

interlocks (P-6, P-8, P-10, and P-13) provide specific numbers for the Allowable 

Values. The Allowable Values for the P--7 function come Irom the requirements of 

P-10 and P-13. ITS requirements for these functions are provided with appropriate 

> or _ symbols to specifically state the limits for each RTS interlock value. This 

changes the CTS by allowing the values of the RTS interlocks to be set to a limit not 

currently allowed.  

This change is acceptable because the LCO requirements continue to ensure that the 

process variables are maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing

Revision 12 
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NAPS Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3.3.1-34 ITS 
STS 
CTS 
DOC L.16 

NRC RAI: 
Comment #1 - DOC L.16 discusses changes to PRNF and OTAT trip functions. The 

statements in the first paragraph are not organized such that it is well understood which 

CTS change is being evaluated. ITS SRs 3.3.1.3 and 3.3.1.6 are referenced. These 

surveillances include NOTES which are not discussed. Provide evaluation for CTS 

changes that result from adopting the SR NOTES.  

Comment #2 - Show that no CTS changes result from adopting EFPD units.  

Comment #3 - The second sentence in the second paragraph is unclear.  

Comment #4 - Q(6) CTS Channel Calibrations are changed in the ITS and these 

changes are not evaluated in DOC L.16.  

Response: 
The Company agrees with the Comments and DOC L.16 has been modified to address 

the changes.  

Additional Response: DOC L.16 is modified to read: "This change is acceptable 

because the new Surveillance Frequency has been evaluated and has been shown to 

provide an acceptable level of equipment reliability." The following is added to the 

second paragraph, "The relationship of incore to excore measurement changes with the 

burnup in the reactor and depends upon what portion of the reactor produces the 

energy. The burnup of the fuel is not a function of calendar days but of total power 

produced by the reactor. A Frequency stated in EFPD is the appropriate unit for the 

surveillance frequency." Engineering judgement has determined that EFPD, not days, is 

the appropriate unit of measurement."



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

not assumed by the safety analyses, but is an operational consideration. The P-13 

interlock actuates to provide an input signal to the P-7 interlock. With power level 

increasing above 10 % RTP, the P-7 interlock initiates a permissive signal to the 

Reactor Trip System. This allows the functions to generate a trip signal for the 

specified conditions. This function is assumed to function by the safety analyses. P-6, 

P-8, and P-13 interlock functions for the directions indicated above, are not assumed 

to provide safety system protection signals in the safety analyses. This change is 

designated as less restrictive because less stringent LCO requirements are being 

applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L. 15 (Category 7- Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency) CTS surveillance requirements 

for the Power Range Neutron Flux CHANNEL CALIBRATION are listed in Table 

4.3-1 as D (2). This requires the four Power Range channels to be compared to the 

heat balance of the RCS (calorimetric) on a daily basis. Note (2) state that the heat 

balance is required to be performed above 15 % RTP. ITS SR 3.3.1.2 for the Power 

Range Neutron Flux must be performed every 24 hours. The requirement is modified 

by Note 2, which states, "Not required to be performed until 12 hours after 

THERMAL POWER is >_ 15 % RTP." This changes the CTS by allowing 12 hours to 

perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION after THERMAL POWER of the Power 

Range channels exceeds 15 % RTP for the initial surveillance testing.  

This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has been evaluated 

to ensure that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability. The allowance 

of 12 hours after exceeding 15 % RTP is a reasonable period of time during a plant 

start up. The transient nature of returning the plant to full power and performing the 

required testing requires the plant to be in a steady state condition. The operator 

monitors power level indications on a continuous basis and CHANNEL CHECKS 

must be performed on the Power Range channels on a 12-hour basis. The 

performance of the CHANNEL CHECK is sufficient compensatory measures to 

ensure the OPERABILITY for the Power Range channel instrumentation until the 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed. This change is designated as less 

restrictive because Surveillances will be performed less frequently under the ITS than 

under the CTS.  

L.16 (Category 7- Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency) CTS Table 4.3-1 lists a 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirement for the Power Range channels as M (3).  

This requires CHANNEL CALIBRATION to be performed every 31 days. ITS SR 

3.3.1.3 requres a comparison of the incore measurements to the excore indication WA1 

every 31 effective full power days (EFPD). Other changes associated with this , 

requirement are addressed in DOC L.9 and A.28. This changes the CTS by allowing , 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION to be performed on an EFPD basis instead of calendar 

days.  

The purpose of the ITS SR Frequency expressed in EFPD is to relate the requirement 

to a meaningful time frame. This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance 
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Frequency has been evaluated and has been shown to provide an acceptable level of 

equipment reliability. The allowance for performing the comparison of the NIS 

channels indications to the incore indications are a function of bum up and not 

calendar days. The relationship of incore to excore measurement changes with the 

burnup in the reactor and depends upon what portion of the reactor produces the 

energy. The burnup of the fuel is not a function of calendar days but of total power 

produced by the reactor. A Frequency stated in EFPD is the appropriate unit for the 

surveillance frequency. Engineering judgement has determined that EFPD, not days, 

is the appropriate unit of measurement. This change is designated as less restrictive 

because Surveillances may be performed less frequently under the ITS than under the 

CTS.  

L. 17 (Category 6 - Relaxation Of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria) The CTS 

requires a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Source Range Neutron Flux 

channels on a quarterly basis. Normally, if the reactor has been operating in MODE 1 

for greater than 92 days, the surveillance should be performed prior to entering the 

MODE of Applicability on a reactor shutdown. The MODES of Applicability for 

these channels are listed as 2, 3, 4, and 5. To not perform the required surveillance 

prior to entry into the MODE of Applicability requires an exception to Surveillance 

Requirement 4.0.4. The CTS requirements do not contain the required exception.  

ITS SR 3.3.1.7 for the Source Range Neutron Flux channel requires a COT be 

performed every 92 days. This surveillance requirement is modified by a Note, which 

states, "Not required to be performed for source range instrumentation prior to 

entering MODE 3 from MODE 2 until 4 hours after entry into MODE 3." The 

applicable MODES for this requirement are listed as 2 (d) 3 (a), 4 (a), and 5(a). Note (d) 

states, "Below the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks. Note (a) states, 

"With Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal or one or more rods not fully 

inserted." This changes the CTS by allowing 4 hours, after entering MODE 3 from 

MODE 2, to perform the COT on the Source Range channels.  

This change is acceptable because it has been determined that the relaxed 

Surveillance Requirement acceptance criteria are not necessary for verification that 

the equipment used to meet the LCO can perform its required functions. The 

allowance of 4 hours is reasonable period of time to delay the performance of the 

required testing during the transient condition of a plant shut down. During this 

period of time, the operator attention should not be distracted. Operating experience 

has shown that the Source Ranee channels usually satisfy these testing requirements.  

and the channels remain OPERABLE as the reactor shut down is completed. This 

change is designated as less restrictive because less stringent Surveillance 

Requirements are being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.18 (Category 4 - Relaxation of Required Action) CTS Table 3.3-1 requires for various I9C 

functions that Action 15 be entered for an inoperable channel in MODES 3*, 4*, and '3.3.1--3(, 

5*. Note * states. "With the reactor trip system breakers in the closed position and ''• 

the control rod drive system capable of rod withdrawal." Action 15 states that an 
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Attachment

Proposed Improved Technical Specifications 
Changes Not Associated with Requests for Additional Information 

ITS 3.3.1, "RTS Instrumentation" 

Virginia Electric and Power Company 
(Dominion)

North Anna Power Station Units I and 2



Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3. The Bases section for Allowable Values and RTS Setpoints in the first paragraph 
makes minor wording corrections. In the original submittal, the first sentence in the 
first paragraph stated, 'The trip setpoints used in the bistables are summarized 
analytical limits stated in Reference 6. The fourth sentence stated, "The 
methodology used to evaluate.. .is provided in..." 

Additional Response: The Bases section for Allowable Values and RTS Setpoints 
has been modified to provide the correct references for this section. The 
References listing was also modified by deleting a Technical Report reference.  

5. Bases section for Applicable Safety Analysis (ASA), LCO, and Applicability in the 
fourth paragraph adds a discussion of four-channel instrumentation configuration.  

Additional Response: The restored paragraph (in Revision 5) that addresses the 
four-channel logic (Bases page 3.3 - 7) changed the word "are" to "may be." The 
word "are" is restored and "may be" was deleted.  

11. Bases section for Action L in the first and third paragraphs adds a discussion of a 
plant specific risk assessment.  

Additional Response: The plant-specific risk assessment has been deleted from 
Condition L and added to Condition M. Also, eliminated references to single and two 
loop requirements that were not applicable.  

12. Bases section for SR 3.3.1.4 in the second paragraph makes minor wording 
changes.  

Additional Response: The second paragraph starting with the fifth sentence is re
structured to state the following: "The test of the bypass breaker is a local shunt trip 
actuation. A Note has been added to indicate that this test must be performed on the 
bypass breaker. The local manual shunt trip test of the RTB bypass breaker shall be 
conducted immediately after placing the bypass breaker into service. This test must 
be completed prior to the start of testing on the RTS or maintenance on a RTB." 

15. Bases section for SR 3.3.1.12 in the second paragraph changes the "rate lag 
compensation" to "dynamic compensation." This is required because the SR verifies 
OTAT and OPAT functions. One function has a "rate lead" compensation correction, 
while the other has a "rate lag" compensation correction. "Dynamic compensation" 
provides an accurate description for these compensation factors.  

Additional Response: The word "dynamic" is retained and modifying sentence is



added to state "The OTAT function is lead/lag compensated and the OPAT function 

is rate/lag compensated." 

16. Bases section for SR 3.3.1.14 in the first paragraph makes minor wording changes.  

Additional Response: The Bases section for SR 3.3.1.14 is revised. The word 
"circuits" is deleted and the word "mechanism" is restored.  

17. Bases section for SR 3.3.1.16 third paragraph states,". . . with the resulting 

measured response time compared to the appropriate UFSAR response time." This 

is incorrect and should state, ".... TRM response time." 

Additional Response: The Bases section for SR 3.3.1.16 is clarified. The affected 

sentence in the third paragraph is changed to read". .. with the resulting measured 

response time compared to the appropriate UFSAR response time as listed in the 

TRM." 

19. Reference section for number 6 states that technical report EE-01 01 is the 

RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study. This should state that 'Technical Reports 

EE-0101 and EE-0116." 

Additional Response: The Bases section for Allowable Values and RTS Setpoints 

has been modified to provide the correct references for this section. The 

References listing was also modified by deleting a Technical Report reference.  

20. Various Bases sections NUREG -1431 markup corrections.  

Additional Response: No change occurred to the Bases section referenced by this 

change. The NUREG markup pages were modified to agree with the typed Bases 

pages.  

21. A correction to DOC LA.6.  

Additional Response: Note 13 in the first paragraph is changed to Note 12. This 

was a typo.  

22. A correction to DOC M.8.  

Additional Response: DOC M.8 originally read "CTS Table 4.3-1 contains the 

Surveillance Requirements for the Intermediate Range and Source Range channels.  

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is required with a footnote. ITS SR 3.3.1.8 for the 

Intermediate and Source Ranges requires a CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST every 

92 days." This is changed to read "CTS Table 4.3-1 contains a Surveillance 

Requirement for the Intermediate Range channels. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is



required and modified by a footnote. ITS SR 3.3.1.11 for the Intermediate Ranges 
requires a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months." 

Additional Change 
LCO 3.3.1 

23. DOC A.27 first paragraph states "The Condition provides for an inoperable channel 
that the channel must be placed in trip within 72 hours or power must be reduced 
below P-7 setpoint within 78 hours." This is changed to read, "The Condition 
provides for an inoperable channel that the channel must be returned to 
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or power must be reduced below P-7 setpoint 
within 78 hours." This change is to accurately reflect the ITS requirement. (The bold 
type indicates the affected words.)



Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

3. The Bases section for Allowable Values and RTS Setpoints in the first paragraph 

makes minor wording corrections. In the original submittal, the first sentence in the 

first paragraph stated, "The trip setpoints used in the bistables are summarized 

analytical limits stated in Reference 6. The fourth sentence stated, "The 

methodology used to evaluate.. .is provided in..." 

Additional Response: The Bases section for Allowable Values and RTS Setpoints 

has been modified to provide the correct references for this section. The 

References listing was also modified by deleting a Technical Report reference.



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Signal Process Control and Protection System (continued) 

reactor is at power may be accomplished without causing 

trip. Provisions to allow removing logic channels from 

service during maintenance are unnecessary because of the 

logic system's designed reliability.  

Allowable Values and RTS Setpoints 

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the R5 

analytical limits cited in Reference 3. The selection of R12 

these trip setpoints is such that adequate protection is 

provided when all sensor and processing time delays are 

taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances, 

instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe 

environment errors for those RTS channels that must function 

in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 5), 

the Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1 in the 

accompanying LCO are conservative with respect to the 

analytical limits. The methodology used to calculate the 1R5 

trip setpoints and Allowable Values, including their 

explicit uncertainties, is cited in the "RTS/ESFAS Setpoint R5 

Methodology Study" (Ref. 6) which incorporates all of the 

known uncertainties applicable to each channel. The 

magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into the 

determination of each trip setpoint and corresponding 

Allowable Value. The trip setpoint entered into the bistable 

is more conservative than that specified by the Allowable 

Value (LSSS) to account for measurement errors detectable by 

the COT. The Allowable Value serves as the Technical 

Specification OPERABILITY limit for the purpose of the COT.  

One example of such a change in measurement error is drift 

during the surveillance interval. If the measured setpoint 

does not exceed the Allowable Value, the bistable is 

considered OPERABLE.  

The trip setpoint is the value at which the bistable is set 

and is the expected value to be achieved during calibration.  

The trip setpoint value ensures the LSSS and the safety 

analysis limits are met for surveillance interval selected 

when a channel is adjusted based on stated channel 

uncertainties. Any bistable is considered to be properly 

adjusted when the "as left" setpoint value is within the band 

for CHANNEL CALIBRATION uncertainty allowance (i.e., ± rack 

calibration + comparator setting uncertainties). The trip 
(continued)

Rev 12 (Draft 3), 02/04/02
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.16 (continued) 

resulting measured response time compared to the appropriate 
UFSAR response time as listed in the TRM. Alternately, the 
response time test can be performed with the time constants 
set to their nominal value, provided the required response 
time is analytically calculated assuming the time constants 
are set at their nominal values. The response time may be 
measured by a series of overlapping tests such that the 
entire response time is measured.  

As appropriate, each channel's response must be verified 
every 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing of the 
final actuation devices is included in the testing. Response 
times cannot be determined during unit operation because 
equipment operation is required to measure response times.  

Experience has shown that these components usually pass this 
surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.  
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from 
a reliability standpoint.  

SR 3.3.1.16 is modified by a Note stating that neutron 
detectors are excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME testing. This 
Note is necessary because of the difficulty in generating an 

appropriate detector input signal. Response of neutron flux 
signal portion of the channel time shall be measured from the 

detector or input of the first electronic component in the 

channel. Excluding the detectors is acceptable because the 
principles of detector operation ensure a virtually 
instantaneous response.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 7.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6.  

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.  

4. IEEE-279-1971.  

5. ]0 CFR 50.49.  

6. RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study (Technical 

Report EE-0116).  

7. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 1, Rev. 1, June 1990 and 
WCAP-14333-P-A, Rev. 1, October 1998.

R5 R12

Rev 12 (Draft 3), 02/04/02
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND Siqnal Process Control and Protection System (continued) 

-prevent the protection function actuation. These.  
requirements are described in IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 4). The 
actual number of channels required for each unit parameter 
is specified in Reference 1.

Two logic channels are required to ensure no single random 
failure of a logic channel will disable the RTS. The logic 
channels are designed such that testing required while the 
reactor is at power may be accomplished without causing 
trip. Provisions to allow removing logic channels from 
service during maintenance are unnecessary because of the 
logic system's designed reliability.  

(T1 ýi ýt poi ntrandJ Allowabe Vale 

he. ripSetpoints *e the nominal alues at wh'ih the \ 5 
bi ables are set Any bistable s considere to be 
p operly adjust when the "as eft" valueei within thee 

and for CHAN CALIBRATION ccuracy 1(i.. ± rack,_ 
'calibration comrn 't-eO- ing' ccratJ).a 

Theripetpoints used i -sables are based on the 
analytical limits in References. The selection of 
these Zrip Xetpoints is such that adequate protection is 
provided when all sensor and processing time delays are 
taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances.  
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe 
environment errors for those RTS channels that must function 
in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 5).  t6- .Yi-o vet. -ains m'ln ý auQW-Recifill 

rbe .- *n the n areconservatively 
adjusted with respect to the analytical limits.  
e-scyion oXhe methodology used to calculate the rip 
tints including their explicit uncertainties, is 

in the "RTS/ESFAS Set mint Metodology Stud 
eRef. 6 K h. e ac ua orina ripSetpont entere into e 

ista le is more co servative than tha /specified by t 
Allow4ble Value t account for chang in random mea rement 
errors detectab) by a COI. One e mple of such a ange in 145C 
metsurement error is drift durin he surveillan interval.  
/fthe measur.d setpoint does n exceed the A)iowable 

Vauteistable is conside d -OPERALE. /-----

R.5 

7-r-

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES

REFERENCES 
(continued) 5. 10 CFR 50.49.  

6. RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Stujdy/. ~-Z. .c 4 /N 

7. WCAP-10271-P-A. Suppleuiena ~, Rev. 1. June 1990. 
j 4V 3i3 ---P,' 

8. ýTýh nIl Requirements Mauý ýSectiL~~ 
j''
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Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

5. Bases section for Applicable Safety Analysis (ASA), LCO, and Applicability in the 
fourth paragraph adds a discussion of four-channel instrumentation configuration.  

Additional Response: The restored paragraph (in Revision 5) that addresses the 
four-channel logic (Bases page 3.3 - 7) changed the word "are" to "may be." The 
word "are" is restored and "may be" was deleted.



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE The RTS functions to maintain the SLs during all AQOs and 

SAFETY mitigates the consequences of DBAs in all MODES in which the 

ANALYSES, LCO, Rod Control System is capable of rod withdrawal or one or 

and more rods are not fully inserted.  
APPLICABILITY 

Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can be 

detected by one or more RTS Functions. The accident analysis 

described in Reference 3 takes credit for most RTS trip 

Functions. RTS trip Functions not specifically credited in 

the accident analysis are qualitatively credited in the 

safety analysis and the NRC staff approved licensing basis 

for the unit. These RTS trip Functions may provide 
protection for conditions that do not require dynamic 
transient analysis to demonstrate Function performance. They 

may also serve as backups to RTS trip Functions that were 
credited in the accident analysis.  

The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RTS 

Function, listed in Table 3.3.1-1 in the accompanying LCO, 

to be OPERABLE. A channel is OPERABLE with a trip setpoint 
value outside its calibration tolerance band provided the 

trip setpoint "as-found" value does not exceed its 

associated Allowable Value and provided the trip setpoint 
"as-left" value is adjusted to a value within the "as-left" 

calibration tolerance band of the nominal trip setpoint. A 

trip setpoint may be set more conservative than the nominal 

trip setpoint as necessary in response to the unit 

conditions. Failure of any instrument renders the affected 

channel(s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the 

affected Functions.  

The LCO generally requires OPERABILITY of four or three 

channels in each instrumentation Function, two channels of 

Manual Reactor Trip in each logic Function, and two trains in 

each Automatic Trip Logic Function. Four OPERABLE R5 

instrumentation channels in a two-out-of-four configuration 

are required when one RTS channel is also used as a control R12 

system input. This configuration accounts for the 

possibility of the shared channel failing in such a manner 

that it creates a transient that requires RTS action. In this 

case, the RTS will still provide protection, even with 

random lailure of one of the other three protection and 

channels. Three OPERABLE instrumentation channels in a 

two-out-of-three configuration are generally required when 

there is no potential for control system and protection 

system interaction that could simultaneously create a need 

for RTS trip and disable one RTS channel. The 
(conti nued)
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

Reactor Trip Switchgear (continued) 

the reactor trip or ESF, these diagrams also describe the 
various "permissive interlocks" that are associated with 
unit conditions. Each train has a built in testin doevice " 
that can automatically test the e I onIogic (3) 
Functions and the actuation deviceswhile the uni-s at ' I 

ipower./ When any one train is taken out of service for 
testing, the other train is capable of providing unit 
monitoring and protection until the testing has been 
completed. The testing device is semiautomatic to minimize 
testing time.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES.  
LCO. and 
APPLICABILITY

The RTS functions to maintain the SLs during all 
AGOs and mitigates the consequences of DBAs in all MODES in - +JS61T 1 
which the -T'15err

Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can be -l 5, 

detected by one or more RTS Functions. The accident 
analysis described in Reference 3 takes credit for most RTS 
trip Functions. RTS trip Functions not specifically 
credited in the accident analysis are qualitatively credited 
in the safety analysis and the NRC staff approved licensing 
basis for the unit. These RTS trip Functions may provide 
protection for conditions that do not require dynamic 
transient analysis to demonstrate Function performance.  
They may also serve as backups to RTS trip Functions that 
were credited in the accident analysis.  

The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RTS 
Function, listed in Table 3.3.1-1 in the accompanying LCO.  
to be OPERABLE. yFailure of any instrument renders the 
affected channelZ-sT inoperable and reduces the reliability 
of the affected Functions. j

The LCO generally requires OPERABILITY of four or three 
channels in each instrumentation Function. two channels of 
Manual Reactor Trip in each logic Function. and two trains 
in each Automatic lrip Logic Function. Four OPERABLE 
instrumentation channels in a two-out-of-four configuration 
are required when one RTS channel is also used as a control 
system input. This configuration accounts for the 
possibility of the shared channel failing in such a manner 
that it creates a transient that requires RIS action. In

I P 17

(continued)

BACKGROUND
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Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

11. Bases section for Action L in the first and third paragraphs adds a discussion of a 
plant specific risk assessment.  

Additional Response: The plant-specific risk assessment has been deleted from 
Condition L and added to Condition M. Also, eliminated references to single and two 
loop requirements that were not applicable.



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS K.1 and K.2 (continued) 

based on operating experience in performing the Required 

Actions and the knowledge that unit conditions will change 

slowly.  

Required Action K is modified by a Note which permits unit 

temperature changes provided the temperature change is 

accounted for in the calculated SDM. Introduction of 

temperature changes, including temperature increases when a 

positive MTC exists, must be evaluated to ensure they do not 

result in a loss of required SDM.  

L.1 and L.2 

Condition L applies to the following reactor trip Functions: 

"* Pressurizer Pressure-Low; 

"* Pressurizer Water Level-High; 

"* Reactor Coolant Flow-Low; 
R12 

"* Undervoltage RCPs; and 

"* Underfrequency RCPs.  

With one channel inoperable, the inoperable channel must be 

placed in the tripped condition within 72 hours. For the 

Pressurizer Pressure-Low, Pressurizer Water Level-High, 

Undervoltage RCPs, and Underfrequency RCPs trip Functions, 

placing the channel in the tripped condition when above the 

P-7 setpoint results in a partial trip condition requiring 

only one additional channel to initiate a reactor trip. For 

the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low and RCP Breaker Position (Two 

Loops) trip Functions, placing the channel in the tripped 

condition results in a partial trip condition requiring only 

one additional channel in the same loop to initiate a reactor 

trip. For the latter two trip Functions, two tripped 

channels in two RCS loops are required to initiate a reactor 

trip when below the P-8 setpoint and above the P-7 setpoint.  

These Functions do not have to be OPERABLE below the P-7 

setpoint because there are no loss oi flow trips below the 

P-7 setpoint. There is insufficient heat production to 

generate DNB conditions below the P-7 setpoint. The 72 hours R52 

allowed to place the channel in the tripped condition is 

justified in Reference 7. An additional 6 hours is allowed R5 

(continued)

Rev 12 (Draft 3), 02/04/02
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS L.1 and L.2 (continued) 

to reduce THERMAL POWER to below P-7 if the inoperable 
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status or placed in 

trip within the specified Completion Time.  

Allowance of this time interval takes into consideration the 

redundant capability provided by the remaining redundant 
OPERABLE channel, and the low probability of occurrence of 

an event during this period that may require the protection 

afforded by the Functions associated with Condition K.  

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows 

placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed condition for 

up to 12 hours while performing routine surveillance testing 

of the other channels. The 12 hour time limit is justified in R12 

Reference 7.  

M.1 and M.2 

Condition M applies to the RCP Breaker Position reactor trip IR12 
Function. There is one breaker position device per RCP 

breaker. With one channel inoperable, the inoperable channel 

must be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. If the 

channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 

72 hours, then THERMAL POWER must be reduced below the P-7 

setpoint within the next 6 hours.  

This places the unit in a MODE where the LCO is no longer 

applicable. This Function does not have to be OPERABLE below 

the P-7 setpoint because other RTS Functions provide core 

protection below the P-8 setpoint. The 72 hours allowed to 

restore the channel to OPERABLE status and the 6 additional 

hours allowed to reduce THERMAL POWER to below the P-7 

setpoint are justified by a plant-specific risk assessment 1R12 

consistent with Reference 7.  

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that allows 

placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed condition for 

up to 12 hours while performing routine surveillance testing 

of the other channels. The 12 hour time limit is justified by 1R12 

a plant-specific risk assessment consistent with 
Reference 7.

Rev 12 (Draft 3), 02/04/02
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RTS Instrumentation B 3.3.1

BASES

11 2 n (continued) C J 

sufficient time to perform the calculations and determine 
.that the SDM requirements are met. The SDM must also be 
verified onceper 12 hours thereafter to ensure that th 
core reactiyity has not changed. Required Action gay .• 

precludes/•ny positive, reactivity additions: therefore. core 
reactivity should not be increasing, and a 12 hour Frequency 
is adequate. The Completion Times of within 1 hour and once 
per 12 hours are based on operating experience in performing 
the Required Actions and the knowledge that unit conditions 
will change slowly. - .f6*. 1> 

.~~ rV&sZ

ýT Ciondition applies to the following reactor trip Functions: 

* Pressurizer Pressure-Low: 

* . PressurizerWater Level-High; 

* Reactor Coolant Flow--Low((T wa-

* RCP Breaker Position Two• I

* Undervoltage RCPs: and 

* Underfrequency RCPs.

With one channel inoperable. thenoperablejchannel must be 
placed in the tripped condition (withiný •Tours k ac 
channel in the tripped condition results in a pa\ 1$ 
condition requiring only one additional channel to initiatWe SA- 1> 
a reactbo trip Ve -do 
"Uie-7 These Functions do not have to be OPERABLE belo o- 

'the -7setpoint because ther are no loss of flow trips 
below the P-7 setpoint ,• hoursallo h owed to place tne•_ s 
channel in the tripped conditiop s justnied"in ,
Reference 7. An additi our " owe o reduce 
THERMAL POWER to below P-7 if the inoperable channel cannot -rS -r 
be restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the 
specified Completion Time.  

Allowance of this time interval takes into consideration the-
redundant capability provided by the remaining redundant

(continued)
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ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

INSERT 1 

Required Action K is modified by a Note which permits unit temperature changes provided 

the temperature change is accounted for in the calculated SDM. Introduction of 

temperature changes, including temperature increases when a positive MTC exists, must be 

evaluated to ensure they do not result in a loss of required SDM.  

INSERT 2 

For the Pressurizer Pressure - Low, Pressurizer Water Level - High, Undervoltage RCPs, 

and Underfrequency RCPs trip Functions, placing the channel into the tripped condition 

when above the P-7 setpoint results in a partial trip condition requiring only one additional 

channel to initiate a reactor trip. For the Reactor Coolant Flow - Low and RCP Breaker 

Position (Two Loops) trip Function, placing the 

INSERT 3 

For the latter two trip Functions, two tripped channels in two RCS loops are required to 

initiate a reactor trip when below the P-8 setpoint and above the P-7 setpoint.  

INSERT 4 

There is insufficient heat production to generate DNB conditions below the P-7 setpoint.

INSERT 5

Not used.

INSERT 6

Not used.

North Anna Units I and 2 insert to Page B 3.3 - 45 Revision 12
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS

Rev 1. 04/07/95

Sand. (continued) 

OPERABLE channel, and the low probability of occurrence of 1'r¶,TF 
an event during this period that may require the protection 1-35 
afforded by the Functions associated with Condition0 

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that 
allows placing the inoperable channel in the bypassed 
condition for up to hOUrs while performing routine,-'Z 
surveillance testing of the other channels.. ,The . oTour time 
limit is justified in Reference 7. " . .  

Condition N applies to he Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Single 
Loop) reactor trip F ction. With one channel inoperable, 
the inoperable chan I must be placed in trip within 
6 hours. If the annel cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status or the ch nel placed in trip within the 6 hours.  
then THERMAL ER must be reduced below the P-B setpoi 7'5•F3 
within the n t 4 hours. This places the unit in a MO n 
where the is no longer applicable. This trip Fu tion 
does not ave to be OPERABLE below the P-8 setpoin because 
other trip Functions provide core protection elow the 
P-8 tpoint. The 6 hours allowed to restore e channel to 
OPE LE status or place in trip and the 4 ad tional hours 
a owed to reduce THERMAL POWER to below th P-8 setpoint 

e justified in Reference 7.  
The Required Actions have bee odifi b a Note that 

allows placing the inoperable chann• in the bypassed 
condition for up to 4 hours while •rforming routine 
surveillance testing of the othe} channels. The 4 hour time• 
limit___s 'ustified in Referenc 7 

I 'jJ I -2 

Co tion applies to the RCP Breaker Position < 
reactor trip Function. There is one breaker position 

device per RCP breaker. With one channel inoperable, the 
inoperable channel must be restored to OPERABLE status 

- wý- --- hours. If the channel cannot be restored to 
OPFRABL[ status within t he~hours. then THERMAL POWER must 

"' tePe-- -e--g1etpoint within the next hours.  

(continued)
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ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION

INSERT 1

Not used. KS,-

INSERT 2

Not used.
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES 

ArTMn--C (cnntinued)

This places the unit in a MODE where the LCO is no longer 
applicable. This Function does not have to 7 
below the Pirsetpoint because other RTS Functions provide 
core protection below the P-8 setpoint. The 4 ours allowe ! 

o restore the channel to OPERABLE status and the z C 
addi ional hours allowed to reduce THERMAL POE below 

5p she areJusi ie e-erenPe .  

The Required Actions have been modi ie a
allows placing the i operable channel in the bvypasse 
condition for up to hour. wir le performing rout' 
surveillance testin of the other channels. The hour time 
limit is juftified Reference 7.

. 9 and .2 
SCondition applies to Turbine Trip on Lo w e ll 

Pressure or on Turbine Stop Valve Closure. With one channel 
inoperable, the inoperable channel must be placed in the 
trip condition within(EThours.I. p laced in the tripped (Z•) 
condition, this results in a partial trip condition 
requiring only one additional channel to initiate a reactor 
trip. If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 
or placed intthe trip condition. then ower must breduce 
below the P-BT-setpoint within the next 4 hours. The hours •' 
allowed to place the inoperable channel in the tripped'--•.Qj) 
condition and the 4 hours allowed for reducing power are 
ju•s•ied in Reference 7.

(

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that 
allows placing the iin rable ch the b assed /2 
condition for up to ours w i e performing rout 
surveillance testing of the other channels. The hour time 
limit is justified in Reference 7.  

7 Condition6applies to the SI Input from ESFAS reactor trip 
and the RIS Automatic Trip Logic in MODES I and 2. These 
actions address the train orientation of 1JRT. fnr thes 
Functions. With one train inoperable. 95 hours are allowed 
to restore the train to OPERABLE status (Required 
Acion ) or the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within thE

(continued)
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ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

INSERT 

by a plant-specific risk assessment consistent with

North Anna Units I and 2 Insert to Page B 3.3 - 47 Revision 12



Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

12. Bases section for SR 3.3.1.4 in the second paragraph makes minor wording 

changes.  

Additional Response: The second paragraph starting with the fifth sentence is re

structured to state the following: "The test of the bypass breaker is a local shunt trip 

actuation. A Note has been added to indicate that this test must be performed on the 

bypass breaker. The local manual shunt trip test of the RTB bypass breaker shall be 

conducted immediately after placing the bypass breaker into service. This test must 

be conducted prior to the start of testing on the RTS or maintenance on a RTB."



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.3 (continued) 

Two Notes modify SR 3.3.1.3. Note 1 indicates that the 
excore NIS channel shall be adjusted if the absolute 
difference between the incore and excore AFD is Ž 3%. Note 2 

clarifies that the Surveillance is required only if reactor 
power is Ž 50% RTP and that 7 days are allowed for 
performing the Surveillance and channel adjustment, if 
necessary, after reaching 50% RTP. A power level of Ž 50% 
RTP is consistent with the requirements of SR 3.3.1.9.  
Performance of SR 3.3.1.9 may be used in lieu of SR 3.3.1.3 
since SR 3.3.1.9 calibrates (i.e., requires channel 
adjustment) the excore channels to the incore channels and 
therefore envelopes the performance of SR 3.3.1.3.

For each operating cycle, the initial channel normalization 
is performed under SR 3.3.1.9. Subsequent verification at a 

frequency of every 31 EFPD is adequate. It is based on unit 

operating experience, considering instrument reliability, 

and the slow changes in neutron flux during the fuel cycle, 

which can be detected during this interval.  

SR 3.3.1.4 

SR 3.3.1.4 is the performance of a TADOT every 31 days on a 

STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This test shall verify OPERABILITY by 

actuation of the end devices. A successful test of the 

required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by 

the verification of the change of state of a single contact 

of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable TADOT of a 

relay. This is acceptable because all of the other required 

contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical 

Specifications and non-Technical Specifications tests at 

least once per refueling interval with applicable 
extensions.  

The RTB test shall include separate verification of the 

undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms. Independent 
verification of RTB undervoltage and shunt trip Function is 

not required for the bypass breakers. No capability is 

provided for performing such a test at power. The 

independent test ior bypass breakers is included in 

SR 3.3.1.14. The test of the bypass breaker is a local shunt 

trip actuation. A Note has been added to indicate that this 

test must be performed on the bypass breaker. The local 

manual shunt trip of the RTB bypass shall be conducted 

immediately after placing the bypass breaker into service.  
(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.4 (continued) 
REQUI REMENTS This test must be conducted prior to the start of testing on R52 

the RTS or maintenance on a RTB. This checks the mechanical 
operation of the bypass breaker.  

The Frequency of every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is 
adequate. It is based on industry operating experience, 
considering instrument reliability and operating history 
data.  

SR 3.3.1.5 

SR 3.3.1.5 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.  
The SSPS is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS, 
using the semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is 
placed in the bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent 
actuation. Through the semiautomatic tester, all possible 
logic combinations, with and without applicable permissives, RI 

are tested for each protection function, including operation R12 

of the P-7 permissive which is a logic function only. The 
Frequency of every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is 
adequate. It is based on industry operating experience, 
considering instrument reliability and operating history 
data.  

RAIs 

SR 3.3.1.6 MB 1433 
_B 1427 
R8 

SR 3.3.1.6 is the performance of a TADOT and is performed R.  
every 92 days, as justified in Reference 7. A successful R5 

test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be 
performed by the verification of the change of state of a 
single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an 
acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is acceptable because all 
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by 
other Technical Specifications and non-Technical 
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval 
with applicable extensions.  

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of 
setpoints from the TADOl. Since this SR applies to RCP 
undervoltage and underirequency relays, setpoint 
verification requires elaborate bench calibration and is 
accomplished during the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Rev 12 (Draft 3), 02/04/02B 3.3. 1-51North Anna Units I and 2



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.4 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) SR 3.3.1.4 is the performance of a TADOT every 31 days on a 
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This test shall verify OPERABILITY by 
actuation of the end devices.' 

The RTB test shall include separate verification of the 
undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms. Independent 
verification of RTB undervoltage and shunt trip Function is 
not required for the bypass breakers. No capability is 
provided for performing such a test at power. The 
independent test for bypass breakers is included i SR 

3 3 .14 T~z"Lpass breakrcfj <I s un riDp A Note has been added to indicate that this 

esUes t be performed on the bypass breake.  

The Frequency of every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is 

adequate. It is based on-industry operating experience.  
considering instrument reliability and operating history 
data.  

SR 3.3.1.5 

SR 3.3.1.5 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.  
The SSPS is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.  
using the semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is 
placed in the bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent 
actuation. Through the semiautomatic tester, all possible 
logic combinations, with and without applicable permissives.  
are tested for each protection function( The Frequenc ofIAsi 
every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASISs aequ2e. it is 
based on industry operating experience, considering 
instrument reliability and operating history data.  

SR 3.3.1. qjri 
SSR 3.3.1 is a r on of the excore channels to the 

incore c nnels. IT--tieTmeasurements do not agree, the 
excore channels are not declared inoperable but must be 
calibrated'to agree with the incore detector measurements.  

- NIf the excore channels cannot be adjusted, the channels are 

. declared inoperable. This Surveillance is performed to 
.• •. \verify the f(Al) input to the overtemperature FT -unction.  

C (continued) 
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ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION

INSERT 1 

A successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the 

verification of the change of state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an 

acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the other required contacts 

of the relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and non-Technical Specifications 

tests at least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.  

INSERT 2 

The local manual shunt trip test of the RTB bypass breaker shall be conducted immediately 

after placing the bypass breaker into service. This test must be conducted prior to the start ,EI1

of testing on the RTS or maintenance on a RTB. This checks the mechanical operation of 

the bypass breaker.  

INSERT 3 
7TTF 

,including operation of the P-7 permissive which is a logic function only.  

A, 14.3 

ni, Ml-7

Revision 15North Anna Units 1 and 2 insert to Page B 3.3 - 53
North Anna Units I and 2 Insert to Page B 3.3 - 53



Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 

ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

15. Bases section for SR 3.3.1.12 in the second paragraph changes the "rate lag 

compensation" to "dynamic compensation." This is required because the SR verifies 

OTAT and OPAT functions. One function has a "rate lead" compensation correction, 

while the other has a "rate lag" compensation correction. "Dynamic compensation" 

provides an accurate description for these compensation factors.  

Additional Response: The word "dynamic" is retained and modifying sentence is 

added to state "The OTAT function is lead/lag compensated and the OPAT function 

is rate/lag compensated."



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.12 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS This test will verify the dynamic compensation for flow from R5 

the core to the RTDs. The OTAT function is lead/lag R12 

compensated and the OPAT function is rate/lag compensated.  

The Frequency is justified by the assumption of an 18 month 

calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

SR 3.3.1.13 

SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of a COT of RTS interlocks 
every 18 months. A successful test of the required 
contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the 

verification of the change of state of a single contact of 

the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL 

OPERATIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all 

of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by 

other Technical Specifications and non-Technical 
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval 

with applicable extensions.  

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the 

interlocks and the multichannel redundancy available, and 

has been shown to be acceptable through operating 
experience.  

SR 3.3.1.14 

SR 3.3.1.14 is the performance of a TADOT of the Manual 

Reactor Trip, RCP Breaker Position, and the SI Input from 

ESFAS. A successful test of the required contact(s) of a 

channel relay may be performed by the verification of the 

change of state of a single contact of the relay. This 

clarifies what is an acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is 

acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the 

relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and 

non-Technical Specifications tests at least once per 

refueling interval with applicable extensions. This TADOT is 

performed every 18 months. The test shall independently 
verify the OPERABILITY oi the undervoltage and shunt trip 

mechanisms for the Manual Reactor lrip Function for the 

Reactor Trip Breakers and undervoltage trip mechanism for 

the Reactor Trip Bypass Breakers. The Reactor Trip Bypass 

Breaker test shall include testing of the automatic 
undervoltage trip.  

(conti nued)

Rev 12 (Draft 3), 02/04/02
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

p /BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.11 (continued) Iv)
plateau or preamp discriminator curves, evaluating those 
curves, ind comparing the curves to the manufacturer's data) 
This-Surveillance is not required for the NIS power range 
detectors for entry into MODE 2 or 1. and is not required 
for the NIS intermediate range detectors for entry into 
MODE 2. because the unit must be in at least MODE 2 to perform the test for the intermediate range, d~etectors and Y" 

MODE 1 for the power range detectors. The month Li) 
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance .  
under the conditions that apply during a O. age an 
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating 
experience has shown these components usually pass the 
Surveillance when performed on the 618$ month Frequency. 0

T-5

•L• ~~ ~~t -, -t ý -h,/e••K•• 

ZT eFi equency is justified by the assumption of an 18 montt 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.1.13 

SR 3.3.1.13. is the performance of a COT of RTS interlocks • (T ) 
every flB months. -r J, rjz

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the 

interlocks and the multichannel redundancy available, and 
has been shown to be acceptable through operating 
experience.

(continued)
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Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

16. Bases section for SR 3.3.1.14 in the first paragraph makes minor wording changes.  

Additional Response: The Bases section for SR 3.3.1.14 is revised. The word 
"circuits" is deleted and the word "mechanism" is restored.



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.12 (continued) 
REQU IREMENTS 

This test will verify the dynamic compensation for flow from R5 

the core to the RTDs. The OTAT function is lead/lag R12 

compensated and the OPAT function is rate/lag compensated.  

The Frequency is justified by the assumption of an 18 month 

calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

SR 3.3.1.13 

SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of a COT of RTS interlocks 

every 18 months. A successful test of the required 

contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the 

verification of the change of state of a single contact of 

the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL 

OPERATIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all 

of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by 

other Technical Specifications and non-Technical 
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval 

with applicable extensions.  

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the 

interlocks and the multichannel redundancy available, and 

has been shown to be acceptable through operating 

experience.  

SR 3.3.1.14 

SR 3.3.1.14 is the performance of a TADOT of the Manual 

Reactor Trip, RCP Breaker Position, and the SI Input from 

ESFAS. A successful test of the required contact(s) of a 

channel relay may be performed by the verification of the 

change of state of a single contact of the relay. This 

clarifies what is an acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is 

acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the 

relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and 

non-Technical Specifications tests at least once per 

refueling interval with applicable extensions. This TADOT is 

performed every 18 months. The test shall independently 

verily the OPERABILITY oi the undervoltage and shunt trip 

mechanisms for the Manual Reactor Trip Function for the R11 

Reactor Trip Breakers and undervoltage trip mechanism for 

the Reactor Trip Bypass Breakers. The Reactor Trip Bypass 

Breaker test shall include testing of the automatic 

undervoltage trip.  
(conti nued)
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.3.1.14 

SR 3.3.1.14 is the performance of a TADOT of the Manual 
Reactor Trip. RCP Breaker Position, and the SI Input from s, 2. 0 
ESFAS. YThis 1ADOT is performed every a BImonths. The test 
shall indepen en y verify the WERABILIIY oq the .- .. .  

undervoltage and shunt trip .mchanisiiis: for the Manual 
Reactor Trip Function for the Reactor Trip Breakers and 
Reactor Trip Bypass Breakers. The Reactor Trip Bypass 
Breaker test shall include testing of the automatic 
undervoltage trip.  

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the 
Functions and the multichannel redundancy available, and has 
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.  

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of 
setpoints from the TADOT. The Functions affected have no 
setpoints associated with them.  

SR 3.3.1.15

SR 3.3.1.15 is the performance of a TADOT of Turbine Trip - 2zD 5 
Functions. This TADOT is -3- ___ __ __ 3.3-• ex,ý 

•rl~~ormed IV I;• •.' .I-_.  

ie- .s Surveilance is not requi.red.if it has , 
been / rformed withiln the previous .-31 days. Verification of 
the Trip etpoint does not Ihave to be performed for this(• 
Surveillance. Performance of this test will ensure that the 

turbine trip Function is OPERABLE nrior to a ing 
eac cri•ica 1 eTn s t connot be pedrformed h the 

(re tor at pow~r nd must thl efore be perfor rior to e .e"mj T 
actor star~ttiJ . 3"i

SR 3.3.1.16 

SR 3.3.1.16 verifies that the individual channel/train 
actuation response times are less than or equal to the 
maximum values assumed in the accident analysis. Response 
time testing acceptance criteria are included in Technical 
Requirements Manuat. t , (Ref. 6). Individual 
component response times are not modeled in the analyses.

&

(continued)
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Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 

ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

17. Bases section for SR 3.3.1.16 third paragraph states, "... with the resulting 

measured response time compared to the appropriate UFSAR response time." This 

is incorrect and should state, ".. . TRM response time." 

Additional Response: The Bases section for SR 3.3.1.16 is clarified. The affected 

sentence in the third paragraph is changed to read " . .. with the resulting measured 

response time compared to the appropriate UFSAR response time as listed in the 

TRM."



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

SR 3.3.1.16 (continued) 

resulting measured response time compared to the appropriate 

UFSAR response time as listed in the TRM. Alternately, the 

response time test can be performed with the time constants 

set to their nominal value, provided the required response 

time is analytically calculated assuming the time constants 

are set at their nominal values. The response time may be 

measured by a series of overlapping tests such that the 

entire response time is measured.  

As appropriate, each channel's response must be verified 

every 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing of the 

final actuation devices is included in the testing. Response 

times cannot be determined during unit operation because 

equipment operation is required to measure response times.  

Experience has shown that these components usually pass this 

surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.  
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from 
a reliability standpoint.  

SR 3.3.1.16 is modified by a Note stating that neutron 

detectors are excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME testing. This 

Note is necessary because of the difficulty in generating an 

appropriate detector input signal. Response of neutron flux 

signal portion of the channel time shall be measured from the 

detector or input of the first electronic component in the 

channel. Excluding the detectors is acceptable because the 

principles of detector operation ensure a virtually 
instantaneous response.

IR5 SR12

1. UFSAR, Chapter 7.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6.  

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.  

4. IEEE-279-1971.  

5. 10 CFR 50.49.  

6. RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study (lechnical 
Report EE-O116).  

7. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 1, Rev. 1, June 1990 and 

WCAP-14333-P-A, Rev. 1, October 1998.

R5 R12

Rev 12 (Draft 3), 02/04/02
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.16 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The analyses model the overall or total elapsed time, from 
the point at which the parameter exceeds the trip setpoint 
value at the sensor to the point at which the equipment 
reaches the required functional state (i.e., control and 
shutdown rods fully inserted in the reactor core).  

For channels that include dynamic transfer Functions (e.g..  
lag, lead/lag, rate/lag, etc.). the response time test may 
be performed with the transfer Function set to one, with the 

...resulting measured response time compared to the appropriate 
4, SAR'R response tineg Alternately, the response time test can 

o the time constants set to their nominal 
c ls Te-f value, provided the required response time is analytically 

calculated assuming the time constants are set at their 
nominal values. The response time may be measured by a 
series of overlapping tests such that the entire response 
time is measured.  

As approp iate, each channel's response must be verified 
every (pip months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing of the 
final actuation devices is included in the testing.  
Response times cannot be determined during unit operation 
because equipment operation is required to measure response 
times. Experience has shown that these components usually 
pass this surveillance when performed at the 18 month 
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be 
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

SR 3.3.1.16 is modified by a Note stating that neutron 
detectors are excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME testing. This 
Note is necessary because of the difficulty in eneratino anI,, z (i 
appropriate detector input signal. ikExcluding the detectors 
is acceptable because the principles of detector operation 
ensure a virtually instantaneous response.  

REFERENCES 1. gFSAR. Chapter t7o.  

2. ©FSAR, Chapter N%.  

3G•)FSAR, Chapter $156.  

4. IEEE-279-1971.  

(continued) 
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Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 

ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

19. Reference section for number 6 states that technical report EE-0101 is the 

RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study. This should state that "Technical Reports 

EE-0101 and EE-0116." 

Additional Response: The Bases section for Allowable Values and RTS Setpoints 

has been modified to provide the correct references for this section. The 

References listing was also modified by deleting a Technical Report reference.



RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Signal Process Control and Protection System (continued) 

reactor is at power may be accomplished without causing 

trip. Provisions to allow removing logic channels from 

service during maintenance are unnecessary because of the 

logic system's designed reliability.  

Allowable Values and RIS Setpoints 

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the IR5 
analytical limits cited in Reference 3. The selection of Rl2 

these trip setpoints is such that adequate protection is 

provided when all sensor and processing time delays are 

taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances, 
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe 

environment errors for those RTS channels that must function 

in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 5), 

the Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1 in the 

accompanying LCO are conservative with respect to the 

analytical limits. The methodology used to calculate the 1R5 

trip setpoints and Allowable Values, including their 
explicit uncertainties, is cited in the "RTS/ESFAS Setpoint 1 R5 

Methodology Study" (Ref. 6) which incorporates all of the 

known uncertainties applicable to each channel. The 

magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into the 

determination of each trip setpoint and corresponding 
Allowable Value. The trip setpoint entered into the bistable 

is more conservative than that specified by the Allowable 

Value (LSSS) to account for measurement errors detectable by 

the COT. The Allowable Value serves as the Technical 

Specification OPERABILITY limit for the purpose of the COT.  

One example of such a change in measurement error is drift 

during the surveillance interval. If the measured setpoint 

does not exceed the Allowable Value, the bistable is 

considered OPERABLE.  

The trip setpoint is the value at which the bistable is set 

and is the expected value to be achieved during calibration.  

The trip setpoint value ensures the LSSS and the safety 

analysis limits are met for surveillance interval selected 

when a channel is adjusted based on stated channel 

uncertainties. Any bistable is considered to be properly 

adjusted when the "as left" setpoint value is within the band 

for CHANNEL CALIBRATION uncertainty allowance (i.e., ± rack 

calibration + comparator setting uncertainties). The trip 
(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.16 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

resulting measured response time compared to the appropriate 
UFSAR response time as listed in the TRM. Alternately, the IR2 
response time test can be performed with the time constants 
set to their nominal value, provided the required response 

time is analytically calculated assuming the time constants 

are set at their nominal values. The response time may be 

measured by a series of overlapping tests such that the 

entire response time is measured.  

As appropriate, each channel's response must be verified 
every 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing of the 

final actuation devices is included in the testing. Response 

times cannot be determined during unit operation because 

equipment operation is required to measure response times.  

Experience has shown that these components usually pass this 

surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.  

Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from 

a reliability standpoint.  

SR 3.3.1.16 is modified by a Note stating that neutron 
detectors are excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME testing. This 

Note is necessary because of the difficulty in generating an 

appropriate detector input signal. Response of neutron flux 

signal portion of the channel time shall be measured from the 

detector or input of the first electronic component in the 

channel. Excluding the detectors is acceptable because the 

principles of detector operation ensure a virtually 
instantaneous response.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 7.  

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6.  

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.  

4. IEEE-279-1971.  

5. 10 CFR 50.49.  

6. RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study (Technical 
Report EE-0116). R12 

7. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 1, Rev. 1, June 1990 and 

WCAP-14333-P-A, Rev. 1, October 1998.
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

Signal Process Control and Protection System (continued) 

prevent the protection function actuation. These 
requirements are described in IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 4). The 
actual number of channels required for each unit parameter 
is specified in Reference 1.

Two logic channels are required to ensure no single random 
failure of a logic channel will disable the RTS. The logic 
channels are designed such that testing required while the 
reactor is at power may be accomplished without causing 
trip. Provisions to allow removing logic channels from 
service during maintenance are unnecessary because of the 
logic system's designed reliability.  
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analytical limits a gin Reference i. The selection of 
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provided when all sensor and processing time delays are 
taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances.  
instrumentation uncertainties. instrument drift, and severe 
environment errors for those RTS channels that must function 
in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 5).  
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Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 
ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

20. Various Bases sections NUREG -1431 markup corrections.  

Additional Response: No change occurred to the Bases section referenced by this 
change. The NUREG markup pages were modified to agree with the typed Bases 
pages.



Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 

ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

21. A correction to DOC LA.6.  

Additional Response: Note 13 in the first paragraph is changed to Note 12. This 

was a typo.



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

documented in Generic Letter 88-16, Removal of Cycle-Specific Parameter Limits 

From the Technical Specifications, that this type of information is not necessary to be 

included in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public 

health and safety. The ITS still retains requirements and Surveillances that verify that 

the cycle-specific parameter limits are being met. The functional requirements of the 

Overtemperature and Overpower are retained in the Technical Specifications to 

ensure core protection. Also, this change is acceptable because the removed 

information will be adequately controlled in the COLR under the requirements 

provided in ITS 5.6.5, Core Operating Limits Report. ITS 5.6.5 ensures that the 

applicable limit1s (e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core thermal hydraulic limits, 

Emergency Core Cooling Systems limits, and nuclear limits such as SDM, transient 

analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety analysis are met. This 

Schange is designated as a less restrictive removal of detail change because information 

relating to cycle-specific parameter limits is being removed from the Technical 

Specifications.  

LA.6 (Type 3 - Removing Procedural Details for Meeting TS Requirements and Related 

Reporting Problems) CTS 3.3.1.1 Surveillance Requirement in Table 4.3-1 for the 

Intermediate Range channels requires a CHANNEL CHECK on a refueling basis, and 

shown by the designation of R (12). Note 12 states, in part, "verification that the Iiz 

Permissives P-6 and P-10 are in their required state for existing plant conditions by 

observation of the permissive annunciator window." The requirement of verification 

for P-6 and P-10 is retained in ITS SR 3.3.1.8. This changes the CTS by moving the 

requirement of "observation of the permissive annunciator window," from the 

Specification to the ITS Bases.  

The removal of these details for performing actions from the Technical Specifications 

is acceptable because this type of information is not necessary to be included in the 

Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of public health and safety.  

The ITS still retains the requirements for the OPERABILITY of interlocks P-6 and P

10. The information about the interlocks does not provide a specific requirement for 

each function, but only describe the mechanics for the function verification. Also, 

this change is acceptable because these types of procedural details will be adequately 

controlled in the ITS Bases. Changes to the Bases are controlled by the Technical 

Specification Bases Control Program in Chapter 5. This program provides for the 

evaluation of changes to ensure the Bases are properly controlled. This change is 

designated as a less restrictive removal of detail change because procedural details for 

meeting Technical Specification requirements are beino removed from the Technical 

Specifications.  

LA.7 (Type 3 - Removing Procedural Details for Meeting TS Requirements and Related 

Reporting Problems) CTS 2.2.1 Action states, "with the RTS instrumentation setpoint 

less conservative than the Allowable Value, the instrumentation channel must be 

declared inoperable." With the channels inoperable, the applicable Action of ITS 

3.3.1.1 shall be entered, and the channel's trip setpoint shall be adjusted to be 
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Changes to ITS Submittal Not Associated With RAIs 

ITS Section 3.3, Instrumentation 

22. A correction to DOC M.8.  

Additional Response: DOC M.8 originally read "CTS Table 4.3-1 contains the 

Surveillance Requirements for the Intermediate Range and Source Range channels.  

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is required with a footnote. ITS SR 3.3.1.8 for the 

Intermediate and Source Ranges requires a CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST every 

92 days." This is changed to read "CTS Table 4.3-1 contains a Surveillance 

Requirement for the Intermediate Range channels. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is 

required and modified by a footnote. ITS SR 3.3.1.11 for the Intermediate Ranges 

requires a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months."



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

designated as more restrictive because the additional restrictions have been placed on 7.7. 1- -0 

the CTS requirements. 
es

M.7 CTS Table 4.3-1 lists the surveillance requirements of CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

for the Turbine Trip Function 18.A Auto Stop Oil Pressure and Function 18.B 

Turbine Stop Valves Closure as Not Applicable (N/A). ITS Table 3.3.1-1 Function 

16 Turbine lists the CHANNEL CALIBRATION surveillance requirement for the 

Auto Stop Oil Pressure and Turbine Stop Valve Closure as SR 3.3.1.10. This must be 

performed at a Frequency of 18 months. This SR is modified by a Note that requires o, Ar 

the verification that time constants are adjusted to prescribed values. This changes the 7. s .1.; 2 

CTS by adding a CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirement for the Turbine Trip ,e 5

functions.  

The purpose of ITS SR 3.3.1.10 is to ensure the channels are aligned to provide an 

accurate representation of the monitored function including any required time 

constants. This change is acceptable because the periodic verification of the 

Allowable Values is necessary to ensure the turbine will trip at the specified values. ,Ol 

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION is added to provide appropriate Technical 3.1,l-24 

Specification OPERABILITY requirements to ensure the function can perform its 

safety function. The ITS Note ensures the time constants requirement is explicitly 

stated. The time constants for various functions are currently verified under CTS 

requirements. The addition of the ITS Note to the surveillance requirement is 

considered an administrative change. This change is designated as more restrictive 

because the current requirement for the Turbine Trip does not require periodic 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION verification.  

M.8 CTS Table 4.3-1 contains a Surveillance Requirement for the Intermediate Range 

channels. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is required and modified by a footnote.  

Note 13 states, "The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry in 

MODE 2 or 1." ITS SR 3.3.1.11 for the Intermediate Ranges requires a CHANNEL 

CALIBRATION every 18 months. A Note modifies the SR. The Note states, 

"Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION." This changes 

the CTS by deleting a portion of the Note allowing the Specification 4.0.4 allowance. W /4z' 7 

This change is acceptable because the Specification 4.0.4 exception is not necessary 

because the Surveillance Requirement may be performed and evaluated without Y.. I

affecting the OPERABILITY of the instruments. This change is designated as more .  

restrictive because an allowance of the CTS has been deleted in the ITS requirements, 

and because a new requirement has been added to the SR.

Revision D 
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Additional Change 
LCO 3.3.1 

23. DOG A.27 first paragraph states "The Condition provides for an inoperable channel 

that the channel must be placed in trip within 72 hours or power must be reduced 

below P-7 setpoint within 78 hours." This is changed to read, "The Condition 

provides for an inoperable channel that the channel must be returned to 

OPERABLE status within 72 hours or power must be reduced below P-7 setpoint 

within 78 hours." This change is to accurately reflect the ITS requirement. (The bold 

type indicates the affected words.)



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.1, RTS INSTRUMENTATION 

automatic trip logic provided the other channel is OPERABLE. Action 1 applies to 

Function 21 Reactor Trip Breakers. ITS Table 3.3.1 -1 for function 19 requires PA:
Condition P to be entered for an inoperable train. Condition P requires with one RTB 3 '1(0 

train inoperable, it must be restored to OPERABLE status or the unit must be 3,31-13 

shutdown. Three Notes modify Condition P. Note 3 states that one RTB train may be , 

bypassed for up to 4 hours for concurrent surveillance testing of the RTB and 

automatic trip logic, provided the other channel is OPERABLE. This changes the 

CTS by placing the allowance of concurrent surveillance testing into a Note in the ITS 

format.  

This change is acceptable because the allowance of the CTS is maintained in the ITS 

format. Four hours of concurrent surveillance testing of the RTB and automatic trip 

logic are allowed in the CTS requirements. The CTS allowance is justified by 

WCAP-14333 P-A. This change is designated as administrative because it does not 

result in a technical change to the CTS.  

A.27 CTS Table 3.3-1 Function 20 RCP Breaker Position provides for a reactor trip. The 

total number of channels is one per (RCP) breaker and for an inoperable channel PA,q 
Action 8 must to be entered and requires the inoperable channel to be placed into trip 3.3. (-CO 

within 72 hours or the unit is required to be placed below P-7 interlock within 78 

hours. ITS 3.3.1 for RCP Breaker Position specifies the required channels is one per 

RCP (breaker) and requires Condition M for an inoperable channel. The Condition I Al 

provides for an inoperable channel that the channel must be returned to OPERABLE 

status within 72 hours or power must be reduced below P-7 setpoint within 78 hours.  

This changes the CTS by stating the channel requirement for RCP breaker position as 

one per RCP.  

The purpose of this change is to provide consistent requirements for the functions as 

assumed in the safety analyses assumptions. This change is acceptable because the 

required Reactor Trip function is specified to be OPERABLE in the applicable 

MODE with consistent required actions. The Condition is consistent with appropriate 

Required Action to place the unit out of the MODE of applicability within 

Completion Times consistent with other measures that shutdown the unit. This 

change is designated as administrative because it does not result in technical changes 

to the CTS.  

A.28 CTS Table 4.3-1 lists the surveillance requirements for the Power Range Neutron z., 

Flux CHANNEL CALIBRATION as M (3)(6). Note (3) states, "Compare incore to 

excore axial offset above 15 % RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). Adjust channel 

if absolute difference >- 3 percent." The CTS does not specify a CHANNEL mg /#T1 

CALIBRATION for the Overtemperature (OT)AT function. ITS Table 3.3.1-1 M ',N2 

specifies SR 3.3.1.3 for PRNF and OTAT functions. SR 3.3.1.3 states," Compare 1_ 1.31 

results of the incore detector measurements to NIS AFD," every 31 effective full en. , t

power days (EFPD). Two Notes modify the SR. Note 1 states, "Adjust NIS channel 
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